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I T ODUCTION 
Purpose of the stu y 
It is recognized by educ tors tod y t h t our young peo I e re 
confronted with many problems during their school year s . It i s Iso 
recognized th t these problems should be t aken into co s i derat i on when 
for.mul ting educ tion~l objectives pI ning the curriculum for the 
school. 
st ates: 
ooney, in his study concerning students nd t heir roblems 
student problems have been r ecogr ized for some time 
as of vit~l import ce tq the design and conduct of per-
sonnel work nd have been a ccepted s b sic consider t ions 
in the construction of the curricula . (13, p .224) 
It w .s f elt that the problems confronting the student s t Inter-
mount~n were both numerous and varied. This opinion w s pr im rily 
b sed upon the gre t cultur 1 ch' nge which the Nav jo student had to 
make from the home environment to th t of the school. His w y of l i fe 
was entirely ch ged and much which he saw nd was asked to do t school 
was in opposition to his original teachings. As the student ent ered t he 
transitional pe riod between a compl ete break away fr~m home nd com l ete 
ccept ce of school, he encountered new experiences , and he beg to 
realize the importance of a vocation d the necessity of pr ep ring for 
a different way of life. any f e rs and doubts must h ve risen d he 
likely had many questions that r em in unanswered. 
The purpose of this study then, was to make a survey of the 
Navajo m Ie students of Intermountain School to det ermine what t hey 
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thought their problems were and to find out, if possible, w~ these 
problems occur. Finally, it was hoped the results of this study would 
give the school a better understanding of the student and his problems. 
Curriculum and guidance services may then be adjusted to help the boy 
more effectively during this transitio period. 
It is recognized that Intermountain School can only partially 
prepare the student for assimilation into a cosmopolitan society away 
from school and the reservation. There are many adjustments that must 
be made as they go from their reservation home to school and from school 
to a strange city. A look at these people in their native environment, 
and then a look at the school should give a better understanding of 
problems where adjustments may be necessary. 
~ Look at the People 
tlNavaho is not their own word fo r themselves. In their own 
language they are Din~, 'The People,'u according to Kluckhohn and 
Leighton (6, p.xv). 
They occupy the largest reservation of any Indian tribe in the 
United States, cl iming 1 nd that lies partly in four states, New 
MexiCO, Arizona, Colorado nd Utah (14). The area is over fifteen 
million acres, or twenty-four thousand square miles. It is pproxi-
mately the size of New Hampshire, Vermont, d Rhode Island put 
together (10, p.ll). 
It ranges in elevation from the 4,500 feet l at alluvial 
valleys to mountains towering from 7,500 to over 10,000 feet altitude 
(14, p.13l). Between these two extremes re the broad, rolling upland 
plai ns nd the mesas. Cutting through the land are canyons from a few 
hundred feet to more than 2,000 feet in depth. 
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The va jo popul tion is e st~ t ed to be incr using ~nu~lly at 
the r te of 2. 25 percent (14, p.28l)0 Thus , the po ulat ion, based on 
the 1950 census count of 69,167 w s estimat ed to be 85,276 in 1958 . 
Navaho f amilies live in "hog nsn made of logs and 
mud. The ho an is a hex gonal structure ,. ith no windows, 
only a door which f . ceE east d smokehole in the 
center of the roof. The people sleep on sheepskins with 
their feet to the fire Id their he~ds to the walls -
like the spokes of a wheel. (10, p.2) 
There is no set hour for the children to be put to 
bed, and the whole family usually retires rather early 
if there are no guests. The baby lies in its cradle 
ne r the mother. Sever 1 sm~ll children will probably 
sleep together. If the f amily h~s a number of older 
children, there is apt to be a second hogan where the 
boys sleep •• 0 .Everyone takes care not to step over a 
sleeping person, lest some evil befall him. (6, p . 48) 
The f~ily typicliLly rises at dawn. The men go 
out to round up the horses; the children take the sheep 
and goats out to graze in the cool of the morning; d 
the women t ke out the shes and st rt prep ring a ' 
brefllifast of bread, coffee, and so etimes mutton. 1hen 
the men return with the horses, bre kfast is served the 
family on the floor of the hogan. After breakfast the 
men work in the fields or haul wood nd water. The 
children take the sheep and goats out to gr aze again, 
while the women remain at home to c re for the babies, 
weave rugs, ~nd ttend to gener 1 household tasks, 
such as w shing dishe s or sleeping out the hogano A 
noon meal m y be prepared but often is omitted alto-
gether. 
Occasionally there is wagon or horseb ck trip to 
the dist t trading post - an event which is looked 
forward to by all the members of the f amily d which 
often t akes all d y . At the trading post the f~ily 
purch ses such stapl e s ~ s flour, sugar, coffee, and lard 
nd sometimes luxuries such s c ndy, soda pop, and canned 
tomatoes. There is l ways n exch nge of news and gossip 
with the trader ~ d other N vahos before the f~ily starts 
home. (10, p.2) 
Navajo women enjoy a position of considerable prestige and in-
fluence 'within the family. ~hen a man marries, he usually goes to live 
with the wife's relatives. Descent is traced through the mother r ather 
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th the f ther, d ~ccording to Kluckhohn and Leighton ( 6) the f act 
th t some of the most po erful ~d import t divinities are fem~le 
speaks volumes for the high pI ce women hold in the N vajo society. 
Their position is strengthened by the f~ct th t property owning is 
individu 1; there is no joint property between husband d ~ ife (8). 
In general the wife owns most of the property, nimrls nd crops. She 
sells her own rugs, crops nd stock, nd spends the money a s she sees 
fit. The m does the same with the proceeds from his l abors. 
Much of the money obtained by the husb d nd wife is spent for 
food and clothes for the f~ily. The child is t ught early in life to 
assume responsibility s a member of the family group . He is t ught by 
his elders, either through ex~ple, or by injunction t the t~e of 
wrong doing. 
As 509n a s child is ble to walk round, it be ins 
to have a small share in the family's ork and mutu I 
living, first walking to the wood pile ith its elders, 
then bringing in chips, helping to put the dishes a~ y~ 
running errands, d gradually s it grows old r t king 
a more ctive d responsible rt in family life. uch 
of the children's play consists in iJnitating the work 
ctivities of the grown-ups. Ide Is of industry a re 
const ntly held up to the children, nd they are en-
couraged in learning the techniques of weaving, f arming, 
herding, stock m gement , wood cutting , and building, 
when they show any interest in them. At the s ame time 
there is little pressure put on the children to do work 
for which they take no liking . (8, po20) 
Finances, Living Conditions nd Employment 
It is estim ted that the reserv tion resources, if developed 
to their potential m ximum, would give minimum support to 35,000 
persons. ' Considering th t there are an estimated 85,000 Navajos , it 
becomes evident th t a substantial number must seek a livin outside 
the reserv tion boundaries (7). For any ye rs the vajo lived at a 
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subsist :lce vel from t heir herds of sheep nd o~t , d from the 
ricul tur 1 cro s of corn , squ' sh , be ns , '"' elons , but eve 
exp ding opul ion dependent u on fixed 1 d b s ... fin l y re ch c 
point where gricultural resources cou d no lon er art the co 1 0 
I ' b c e nec ss ry for them to find w ys of su pI 1 tin their 
f r om thes sources . They found the s er in off·-res rv t ion w 
Th re re still old , 0 Ie who r m in de ende t on 
reserv~tion ricultur 1 r esources , nd there 
people who look to w ge ~ork exclus ively s the 
livelihood, but m jority of the N v jo pea l e 
ble ded the new nd the old ways of life, deriv · uch 
of their ctu 1 livelihood from se so Ql off res rv tion 
ork, hile mit i ning homes on the r eserv tio at which 
they spend t l e st portion of e~ch ye r . (14, p.89) 
i ncome 
work . 
The chunge from n gricultur~l economy to a e b sed on w es 
from the non-Navajo point of view would be a s' le m tter, but for the 
N v jo it was complex, nd difficult 
• • . necessitatli1g re djustment of tr ditio 
frunily living'. The use of money inste ~ d of b rter s 
medium for obtaining commodities , ch n e i tr sport-
tion from horses nd w~gons to auto obiles , busse nd 
tr ins, djustrnent to new p tterns of living in ar s 
re ote from the Reservation, use of ' . new langu ge 
(English), a realiz tion of the need for formal school 
education, a new concept of time in activiti s where 
work began d ended on an hourly basis, nd here pay 
was determined by the number of hours worked - these, 
d many other deepseated cultur 1 changes were 
suddenly required of the Navajo People in adjusting 
to the new w ge- based economy. (14, pp o 88-89) 
According to cCombe et -1. (10) the Nava jo is ot interested 
in personal wealth to the degree found in other cultures. He is in-
terested in accumulating possessions , but will stop when he is co 
fortably well off, or even soonero The Department of Interior (14) 
lists the average per capita earnings for 1956 at $450, but they also 
warn th~t this figure is extremely misleading as a measure of ho the 
verage N v jo family is f aring to -Yo 
Economic levels run the gamut from the extreme 
poverty to comp~ rative opulence, nd unfortun tely, we 
h ve no w y of knowing h t proportion of the popu1 tion 
f 11s i nto either of these extrem c t egories or i nto an 
intermediate class. (14, p . 93) 
The Nav jo a re a mobile group, shifting r esidence from se~son 
to se son in accord ce ~ ith the climatic fluctu tions which control 
food supply nd forage . Thus, many h ve a home on the plains or the 
lower elevations d .nother in the mountains . 
Cooking is done on an open fire that has been kept burning 
within the hogan all night if it is winter or on a fire outside the 
hogan if it is summer . Usually the mole f amily e~ts to ether . A 
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sheepskin, bl nket, or t rp ulin is spre d on the ground nd bowls of 
food placed on it (6). It is not uncommon, ccording to Kluckhohn, for 
several persons to use common bowl. 
They spend many hours taking their barrels miles to w ter, in .. 
country where, according to cCombe et 01 . (10) dist ces must be 
measured in terms of bad ro ds and intervening c yons or other 
obstacles rather than in terms of miles on a map. Flowing water is 
rare d rainfall is scant in m~st parts of the reservation. In ne rly 
h If of the l and, r infall averages eight inches per year . 
The w ter supply comes from melted snow in winter" and from 
springs, dams and artesi wells in summer . Some improvements h ve been 
made during the p st few years, but the water supply is s till f .r from 
being s tisf ctory. 
About 500 drilled wells, Feder 1, Trib 1 nd private, 
exclusive of dug wells ~nd springs, hich a re not always 
reliable, distributed over an area of approximately 24,000 
square miles, still obliges Navajo f ;mtilies to haul w •. ter 
from gr t distances for home use or to drive stock many 
miles to w ter. It still me 5 an verage of only one 
reliable s ource of water in about every 34 squ re miles 
! 
of the Navajo Country if we include trading posts, dug 
wells and similar sources of water supply. Many Navajo 
families utilize surface water for home use, a practice 
which contributes to disease, especially during the 
summer months. (14, p.48) 
Social ~Recreational Activity 
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The toys of a Navajo child will be made from things that can be 
found in his environment and often hO~8ehold animals will take the place 
of toys. Much of the childrens' play consists in imitating the work 
activities of their parents. Men and boys will hunt together and will 
have small informal foot or horse races and cowboy sports. According 
to Kluckhohn and Leighton (6), Navajos love to have a good time. They 
enjoy playing games in and around the hogan" and in singing. They will 
sing as they perfor.m their daily tasks" and as they ride. During the 
winter evenings around the fires, myths and folk tales are repeated, 
often for the edification of the childr~n. 
But--as is natural for isolated people--the 
greatest pleasure lies in an occasion which brings 
crowds together. This may be a ceremonial, held at 
home . or at that of a nearby neighbor. Or it may be 
a distant ttsquaw dance" in summer of a Night Way or 
one of the other great chants held in .the autumn. 
At most ceremonials there are talks, feasting, games 
and races. • •• rodeos near trading stores are times 
of excitement. Movies are much enjoyed, even by 
Navahos who know not a word of English. (6, Po52) 
The trading post plays a very important part in the social life 
of the Navajo. Not only does it serve as a means of procuring anything 
from a bottle of soda pop to a wagon, but it is also a gathering place 
where one can visit and exchange news. 
Morals and Religion 
Religion enters every phase of Navajo life (8 0 It is the 
basis for creating or maintaining harmonious living of man with the 
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forces of the universe. The overall emphasis is on the curing of sick-
ness o They feel that illness may be brought about by such things as 
animals, lightning, wi nd, improper behavior at a ceremony, spirits of 
the dead, and witchcraft. 
To the Navaho the universe contains t wo classes of 
personal forces. There are the Earth Surface People, 
living and dead; there are ordina~F human beings. Then 
there are the Holy People who belong to the sacred, 
super-natural world and travel about on sunbeams, on 
the rainbow, on lightning. They have great powers to 
aid or to harm the Earth Surface People. 
As described in the Navaho origin myth, the Holy 
People lived first below the surface of the earth. 
They moved from one lower world to another and finally 
a great flood drove them to ascend to the p~ent world 
through a reed. In the course of all these events, 
th8 Holy People developed ways of doing things which 
were partly practical and partly magical. hen they 
decided to leave for their per.manent homes at the 
east, south, west, north, the senith, and the nadir, 
they had .a great meeting at which they created the 
Earth Surface people and taught them all the methods 
they had developed, so that The People could build 
houses, obtain food, marry, travel, and trade and 
could also protect themselves against disease, hunger, 
and waro 
Today man is not at the capricious will of these 
Holy People, but is an integral part of this orderly 
universe and must do his part to maintain harmony or 
balance among the parts of the cosmos. One result of 
disorder in these relationships is human illness, and 
the general purpose of most Navaho ceremonials is to 
restore harmony (betwen man and the Holy People~ 
between man and nature, and between man and man) and 
thereby cure the illness. A breach in these harmonious 
relationships may be caused by the violation of a 
taboo, or by an attack by one of the Holy People, a 
ghost, or a witch. A ghost is the malignant part of 
a dead person. It returns to avenge some neglect or 
offense. These ghosts' appear in human for.m or as 
coyotes, owls, mice, whirlwinds, or pots of fire o 
They may chase people, jump upon them, tug their 
clothes, or throw dirt on them. When a Navaho thinks 
he has seen a ghost or one . appears in his dreams, he 
is sure that he or a relative will die unless the 
proper ceremonial treatment is applied. (10, p.l39) 
The medicine man plays a vital role in the lives of the Navajo 
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people. It is their belief that he possesses supernatural powers, and 
if an illness occurs in the family he is called in to restore harmony 
by use of one of his, 58 distinct ceremonies. Reichard (15, pp.322-323) 
describes the ceremony as A COMPLICATED CHARM, involving ritualistic 
purification by sweet bath and emetic, the fashioning of prayer sticks 
and other ceremonial ob.jects, the making of complex sandpaintings, 
songs, chants, prayers and the like. Each minute detail must be rigidly 
ahered to - any departure from the prescribed procedure, whether it be 
improper fashioning of the prayer s,ticks, omission or faulty order in 
the chants and prayers, or neglect to observe taboos connected with a 
particular ceremony, may cause failure in achieving the results for 
which the ceremony is carried out, and may endanger the very lives of 
the participants. 
According to Kluckhohn and Leighton (6), the Navajo people have 
a more overwhelming preoccupation than whites with the uncertainty of 
life and the threats to personal security. They have five main 
formulas for safety. 
Formula 1: Maintain orderliness in those sectors of life 
which are little subject to human controlo 
B.Y seeming to bring the areas of actual ignorance, 
error, and accident under the control of minutely pre-
scribed ritual formulas, .The People create a compensatory 
mechanism. 
Formula 2: Be wary of non-relatives. 
This tendency to be ill at ease when beyond the 
circle of one's relatives is a truly "primitive", quality 
and is characteristic, to varying degrees, of most non-
literate folk societies. 
Fonmula 3: Avoid excesses. 
Very few activities are wrong in and of themselves, 
but excess in the practice of any is dangerous. 
Formula 4: When in a new and dangerous situation, do 
nothing. 
If a threat is not to be dealt with by ritual 
canons, it is safest to remain inactive. If a Navaho 
finds himself in a secular situation where custom does 
not tell him how to behave, he is usually ill at ease 
and wo rried. 
For.mula 5: Escape. 
This is an alternative response to Formula 4, which 
The People select with increasing frequency when pressure 
becomes too intense. Doing nothing is not enough; safety 
lies in flight. (6, pp. 225-226) 
Health and Physical Development 
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The difficulties of their physical surroundings are reflected 
in the health of the people. It is reported by Leighton (8) that the 
doctors working on the reservation are always impressed by the small 
number of really robust children, and that those who come to school are 
usually in much better condition after they have been there a little 
while than those who remain at home. The school has observed that it 
is not unusual for Intermountain children to gain 20 pounds during the 
school year. The average weight gain of 510 students in the Special 
Program Department as compiled by the author from school records for 
the school year 1958-1959 was 11.9 pounds. Leighton further observed 
that the children remaining at home are mostly undernourished, and have 
chronic colds until they reach full growth. 
The health deficiency among the Navajo is ver.y great. In spite 
of the many recent improvements in the health program there is $ill an 
exceptionally high death rate among infants and children. In 1955 the 
Navajo infant death rate per one thousand live births was 91.3 as com-
pared to 26.4 for the rest of the United States (14, pp.293-295). The 
Navajo death rate per one thousand children under one year was 89.8 as 
compared to 29.6 for the rest of the United States. 
Poor sanitation is one of the basic problems faced by the 
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people, as r ecognized by the Public He lth Service in t he ir roor to 
assi s t i ndividu 1 f amilies o 
given, 
The program is ear ed t o ss i s t N vajo f ilies to 
help themselves in t h revention of illness and in 
reducing prevent ble diseases, by protecting t heir 
drinking w t er d food supplies, controllin i sects 
nd rodents, disposing of human d other ~ste s i n 
safe m nner, nd reducing home ccidents. Th Navajo 
sunit tion aids show i ndividual families how to con-
struct and repair pit privies, how to build rb~ e 
dispos I pits d protect them from fly breedin , how 
~o spr y surf ces to kill insects, how to store w t er 
t the home, and how to serve and store food in a s t-
isfactory m nner to revent co Umination. (14, p.34) 
It should be remembered the bove is ssis t ce th t viII be 
d th t at the resent time e ch of the cited re s rure c ~use s 
for poor he lth. 
hen an n:iJn 1 is butcher ed, nothing is w sted. It i s f elt 
th~t this pr ctice contributes to the better he alth of th e indivi du 1. 
The h bit of e ting the internal org s 1d irdeed 
11 edible portions of the li I is compens tion for the 
deficiency of veget ble gr eens, nd t his food is prob bly 
the princip 1 source of ny needed vitami ns nd miner I s o 
The r rity of decay in the t eeth of N~vaho dults .s com-
p red to v~hi t es suggest s diet ry .dequ cy f rom this point 
o f view. ( 6, p 048 ) 
'lhen s ickness occurs th N.v j o vie s the pe r so ~ l i ty s 
whole, s s t ted by cCo be et -10 (10, .142). liThe whole Nav ho 
system of curing t akes it f or gr t ed th t you c not tre.t 's 
body without tre ting his ind and vice vers ." 
They h ve accepted t he w ite doctor "nd believe he h s cer t i n 
skills that will help them, but often they visit im .. fter it i s t oo 
l a te (10). M~1Y COl troll ble diseases ~re still int erpr et ed - s t r ouble 
in t ernlS of ghosts, witches , or the violation of so e r el i ious t uboo , 
d they proceed to have a ceremoni .l, or series of cer oni "' l s , pcr -
formed over them before seeking medic S8 · s t .nce o 
The conunon pattern is to try a Navaho "sing", then 
tr.y medical treatment in a hospital if the sing doesn't 
work, then try another sing if the white doctor does not 
effect a satisfaqtory cure. It is clear that some ail-
ments (such as tuberculosis or pn~onia) are best 
treated in a hospital, but it is equally clear that if 
the difficulties are psychosomatic, then the Navaho 
Singer may actually accomplish a more satisfactory cure -
at Ie st until the hospitals have on their st ffs com-
petent psychiatrists who are familiar with Navaho 
psychology. For, if a given Navaho "feels sick all 
over" and interprets his trouble as "ghost sickness", 
there is little a white doctor can do. As the Navahos 
say, "if I tml being bothered by a ghost, and I go to 
the hospital, that white doctor can't do anything about 
it--it takes a Navaho medicine man to drive that ghost 
away." (la, pp.149-150) 
Courtship and Marriage 
The debutante ball in certain areas of white society has its 
parallel in The Girls Dance (lIsquaw dance ll ) in Navajo society. ost 
of the girls who dance are there to announce the fact that they are 
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eligible for marriage (6). Everyone dresses as well as possible, par-
ticularaly members of a family who are considering marriage for a 
daughter or a son. 
Navaho mothers, a trifle franker than is usual 
among whites, literally push their daughters after a 
"catch", saying: "Go ask that boy. His mother has 
two thousand sheep.n At last even the shyest girl 
is induced to choose a man, and the dance goes on 
until morning. (6, pp.162-163) 
Leighton and Kluckhohn (9) feel that although the Navajos have 
been introduced to the white concept of romantic love in schools, that 
it is still not widely held, and almost no emphasis is placed on 
psychological compatibility as a prerequisite for marriage. She feels 
the Navajo theory is that one woman will do as well as another, so long 
as she is healthy, industrious, and competent. 
Sex instruction is advised by almost all in-
formants as a preparation for maturity and marriage. 
Virginity is not given the moral v lue which it receives 
in our society nd is not necess ry pre-requisite for 
m rri e. (I, p.15) 
Leighton and Kluckhohn (9) further note th t," If mly young 
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m n or woman seems to be putting off m rri ge too Ion I he or she will 
be formally requested by reI tives to m rry ." Arrange ent for marri ge 
is mude between the f ilies concerned. The boy's f ely normally t akes 
the initiative in rr n ing m rriage. Accordin to Leighton, the 
boy's m ternal uncle or his mother rill sound out the girl's mother or 
mother's brother or her f there If the re ction is f avor ble, definite 
proposal will be made. This involves naming a dute nd settling the 
marriage gift to be made by the boy's f ily to the girl's f ily . If 
the m rriage is dissolved through her f ault they must return the live-
stock or other property tha t consituted the bridal gift. 
Before a girl is definitely promised, her family almost always 
consults with her. 
Some young girls are perfectly willi ng to mar~ old 
men iho have bl nkets, sheep, and jewelry. Strenuous 
objections on the girl's part are usually respected 
unless it is felt that she is being needlessly willful 
or stubborn. Occasionally, however, the girl will not 
state her objections but will disappear into the woods 
the day the marriage is to take place. Once in a while 
the bride has never seen the groom until the actual 
ceremony and takes a violent dislike to him. In other 
instances young girls appear to have a real terror of 
the sex act and will run off or refuse to cohabit . In 
all such cases Navahos take the situation philosophically 
and do not insist that the marriage be consummated. The 
girl will usually 1 ter mar~ nother man and accept the 
sexual side of marriage. (9, p.81) 
As indicated previously, after marriage the groom lives with his 
wife's people, and as stated by Leighton nd Kluckhohn (9), liTo a 
Navaho, who has very strong ties with his family d his n tive place, 
such an adjustment mus~ indeed be difficult." If the djustment is too 
c,"'I. 
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great for either, divorce is permissible. 
"Divorce" is simple, consisting ordinarily in 
the return of one pa rtner or the other to his or her 
own people. Sometimes desertion is not altogether 
voluntary. A man who is l azy or too quarrelsome m .. y 
be made so uncomfortable by his wife and her people 
that he is practically forced out. (9, p.83) 
Personal Relations 
The Navajo has definite ideas in regards to his person 1 be-
havior when dealing with others. 
Toward relatives of different classes there are, 
of course, prescribed ways of behaving. Some must be 
treated with varying degrees of r espect or avoid nce. 
Thus the relation between adult brothers and sisters, 
while one of deep affection, is marked by great 
reserve in physical contact and by certain restrictions 
of speech. Conservative Navahos are careful in 
addressing some relatives by marriage to employ the 
same special linguistic for.m s brothers and s~sters 
use. These "polite" fonns give a rather stiff or 
stilted effect to a conversation. With some relatives 
one is not supposed to joke at all, with others one 
may not It.joke back", while with certain relatives one 
is expected to make jokes of sexual or obscene 
connot tion. 
Mother-in-law and son-in-law must never look into 
each other's eyes. Any kind of sexual contact (even 
walking down the street or dancing together) with 
members of the opposite sex of one's own or one's 
f ather's clan is prohibited. (6, pp.58, 140) 
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The im~ortance of his relatives to the Nav ho c n 
scarcely be exaggerated. The worst th t one may s ay of 
another person is, "He acts as if he didn't have . ny 
relatives." Conversely, the ideal of beh vior often 
enunciated by he admen is, ItAct a s if everybody were 
related to you." ( 10, p .111) 
A Nav. ho will .. lways go out of his way to do a 
. f avor or show prefernce for a clan rel ti ve, even if 
the individual in question hets been previously unknown. 
One may question how privacy can possibly be m.in-
tained under hogan conditions. There are several 
ffivers. Navahos do not undress when they go to sleep. 
Sex relations take place during the hours of darkness. 
Excretion is done outside the hogan. Work or an 
excursion to the trading store or a ceremonial takes 
most of the family away for a considerable time, g1Vlng 
a lone remaining person a long interval of seclusion 
when a bath or a complete ch~ge of clothing in priv cy 
is possible. (6, pp .65, 47) 
A courteous, non~gressive appro ~ch to ~hers is 
essence of decency. Polite phrases to visitors nd 
strangers are highly valued. 
A good appe rance is valued; w ile t his is partly 
a m~tter of physique , figure, and f cial appear ce, 
it means even ore the ability to dress well and to 
appear with a h dsome horse d subst ntial 
trappings. (6, pp.220-22l) 
Man should live nd conduct himself in a manner 
aBuring prosperity, personal enjoyment d good he Ith, 
ends for the ~chievement of which he must be indu strious, 
generous, courteous, just, responsible, nd above all 
moderate in his h bits and actions. Excess, hether in 
e ting, drinking, sex, or the attainment of wealth, may 
result in imbal ce nd misery, of which disease, 
unpleasant human relatio nships nd dish rmony are but 
observed symptoms. (14, p.209) 
Educ tion 
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The Nav jo parent h~s not l w ys h d the des ire to see his child 
in school. Until very recently they re s i s ted se ding their children, 
and the children would hide to void going. 
As p rt of their technique s of child-training t he 
Nav ho p rents warned their children that "if you don It 
behave, the whites ill come long, t ake you off to 
school, d you1 11 never come back home"-a technique 
th t helps cre te basic fear of whites in many 
Navahos. The whole tone of N v. ho l ife w s to pr es rve 
their native p t terns nd v lues . 
Some of the s e families who for.merly r efused to 
send their children to school are now clamoring for more 
schools d citin the Tre ty of 1868 to tack up their 
demands. In p rti cuI r, there is now almo st unanimous 
recogni tion th t a knowledge of the English I nguage is 
essenti 1 for survival in the vhite world o (10, p.147) 
During the school year 1947-48 there ~ere n estim ted 24,000 
children of school ge with school sp ce .vail ble f or only 7,500 
children. Since then the dem nd for schooling has incre sed until an 
enrollment of 27,013 children w.s attained t the close of the school 
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year 1956-1957 . This incre se in enr ollment refl cts th ch nged 
ttitude toward formal schooling by the N VGl. jo, ho is ow i nsisting on 
his child going to s chool. This in turn h s c lled fo r program of 
ew school f cilities a nd off the Reserv'tion . Inter-
mount in School is but one of th sever 1 off-reserv tion s chools . 
I ntormount en School 
At the time of this" r iti g Inter ount. in School bee in 
existence for p roxim tely 10 ye rs . During this t · ther were 
m 1y ch ges , both in the hysic 1 pl t nd i the curriculum of the 
school . Since th s chool' s begi ing in J u ~ 1950 , the pl nt ch~n ed 
from betndoned rn y hospit 1 to . ui p d to c re for 
pproximately 2, 300 N v jo boys ld irls i ~ resid nce school 
situ tion. 
lithin t a ye rs !:l fter the school ' s begi iI g, the student s 
moved f r om their t emporary c ssrooms in the dormitory livi g roo s to 
odern new school build ings . An uditorium d yL asium 1 r e e au h 
to accommodate pproxim tely 900 students were dded to the xisting 
f cilities . The c pus w s 1 dscaped to dd to its be uty d to give 
the students home they could be proud of and enjoy o I n the be inning 
th school curriculum was based upon the Five-year Special Navaho 
Progr for non-English speaking students . Since then the curriculum 
w s ch ged several t imes . I t" s enlarged to include t hose students 
Iho would be eligibl e for six or eight ye rs of schooling , d for 
tho se who ,. Jere from one to three years overag for grade . 
At the time of t his TritL~g Intermountain School w s composed 
of four c de Jic departments: 
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~ Voc~tional High Department 
This department provided for all vocational students during 
their last three years of school. The total enrollment for this depart-
ment at the beginning of the school year 1959-60 was 565 students. 
Two Accelerated Program Departments 
These departments provided for thore students who ere from one 
to three years overage for grade. Total enrollment at the beginning of 
school year 1959-60 w s 1027 students. 
The special Program Department 
This program provided for the overage s tudents in the Five-year 
program, Six-year progr~, and Eight-year progr~. There were 467 
students enrolled in this department at the beginning of the school 
year 1959 .. 60. 
This study was concerned " i th the boys in the Special Program 
department; and, as indicated above, this department consisted of three 
separate programs. The overall program of the department was based upon 
the needs of the individual. His age at time of entrance, and his 
academic ability were taken into consideration hen assigning him to a 
group. The minimum number of years of schooling he was to receive, 
regardless of age, had been set at five years. It was felt that it 
would take at Ie st five years to teach him the minimum skills necessary 
to take his place in a modern society away from the reservation. He was 
not considered for gradu tion before his ei hteenth birthd y. 
Students in the Special Program Department ere all prevoc tiona! 
students. Students on the prevocational level were students whm had not 
chosen a vocation and who had not st rted their junior yearo Their 
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Junior and Senior years referred to the l ast t wo in their progr~ d 
not to ~ y number of years in school. During the three ye rs pr eceeding 
their junior year, three-fourths of their studies were cademic and one-
fourth were studies in the prevocat ional shops . 
The Five-Year Progr arn.--Students who were 13 years of age or 
older we re placed in this program. They remained in the Special Program 
department for two years of prevocational traini ng . Th y we re then 
transferred to the Voc t ional High department for their third pre-
vocational ye ar to be followed by t wo vocatio al years . Ther e w re 71 
students enrolled in t his progr am at the beginning of school year 
1959- 60. 
The Six-Year Progr~.--Stud'nts who ere 12 ye rs of ge were . 
pl ced in this program. They spent the first ye r in the classroom nd 
then had thr~e years of prevocational shop training s described above. 
They transferred to the Vocational High d part ment at the nd of t heir 
third year. There were 87 students enrolled in thi s program at the 
beginning of the ~chool year 1959-60. 
The Eight-Year Program .--Students who were 10 ye&rs of age at 
time of enrollment were placed in this program . The so students spent 
the first three years in the academic classroom nd then had three years 
prevocational shop training. They tr sferre4 to the Voc~tional High 
department at the end of their fifth year. There were 308 students 
enrolled in this program at the beginning of the school year 1959-60. 
As a guide to the educators in the Special Program department, 
minimum essential goals h d been prepared for each of the above programs o 
These go~s were prep red by educ~tors in the Br nch of Educ ation, Bureau 
of Indian Affairs. They covered the minimum that each child had to l e rn 
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year by year within his program. They were const ntly being studied 
and revised for improvement. 
Major emphasis w s placed on social development nd st udent 
adjust ment for the cquisition of proper ttitudes. One of the ain 
objectives of the school w s to prepare the student for adult life , so 
th t he could t ake his pI ce in a cosmopolitan society, nd be a con-
tributor to the betterment of the community in which he lives . 
George A. Boyce, Educational Speci list, Bure u of Indi 
Affairs, and Superintendent of Intermount~in School from 1949 to 1957 
stated that the general aims of the Five-year, Six-ye~r, nd Eight-y r 
progr~s were: 
a . To en ble adolescent Navajos with little or no 
previous schooling to become self-supporting 
adults. 
b. To interest them especi ly in becoming permanent 
constructive citizens in the region of employment 
in which the school is locat ed . 
c. To provide each pupil with a useful vocational 
skill for earning a living. (2, p.l) 
The success of this program depended upon satisf ctory develo 
ment of the student along four lines. They were: 
1. The development of desir. ble attitudes , right 
habits, d high st nd~rds of beh vioro 
2. The development of other knowledge d skills which 
will enable him to live successfully in a cult ure 
different from that in which he was born; adjusting 
himself to home living in houses equipped with 
modern f acilities; buying economi cally nd sel ecting 
food which will give him a b 1 ced diet; d 
assuming his responsibilities in community life as 
well s sharing in its advantages . 
3. The cquisition of suffici ent knowledge of the fun~ 
damental subjects to enable him to le rn voc tion 1 
skills, nd to talk ith other peopl e ~ho re 
English spe~king. 
The Guid 
4. The development of voc tion skills sufficient to 
make him employ ble in the field which he h s 
selected. 
No person connected directly or i ndirectly with the edu-
c tion of these students is entirely free of r esponsi-
bility in any of the bove four phases of the educ t ic 1 
progr • 
The first ph se , th t in whi ch de sirable ttitudes, 
right h bits, nd hi gh s t and rds of beh vior re stressed, 
erme ates the entire rogr It i s one which must be 
emph sized in the dormitorie s , the cl s srooms, t h sho s , 
the home living l abor to r i es , i n f ct in every de rtment 
of the school . A 1 r e sh re of the respo sibility, 
ho ever, f lls u on the dvi ory st .ff. The members of 
this group meet t he stud nt when he rrives t t e school, 
they give him his first orient tion; they su ervise his 
home livin j they give him uid ce nd counseli • nly 
ith the ctive and continuous ~ iO rk of th dvisory 
st ff c n educ tion in this ph se of the ro r , hich 
is most essenti , be ntirely successful . 3, vB) 
This progr w s so org ized th t i t brought into use the 
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t al ents, nd :enowled e of 11 who 'T. 'orked with student 0 The curriculum 
guide (2) for the Speci 1 progr m stated: II o • 0 It is necessar,y for 
every employee to know d underst nd every pupil 'lith whom he works 
and to offer the guid ce necessary to aid that pupil in tt ining 
maximum gro 'Jth d adjustment." 
Assigned to e ch student were those people who were in daily 
direct cont ct with h · , d who knew him best . This committee was 
known s the Guidance Subcommittee d included his c demic te cher 
as cha irman, his dormitory ttendant, d his pr evocation teacher. 
These people h d r egul r scheduled weekly meetings to discuss the 
welfare and progress of the boys they had in eo on. In dition they 
c lled speci 1 meetings hen a boy needed help of the t ype th t could 
not wait until the regul r meeting. A fin 1 report of e ch meeting was 
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written on s p te sheets for e ch boy nd sent to the De rtment 1 
Guid nce nd Placement Commit tee . 
The Depart nt 1 Guid nce nd PI ce ent Co ittee s co posed 
of the te~cher-advisor to the boy, the dep rt ent he d of the c de ic 
school he ttended, nd his prevoc tion 1 section 1 he d . This com-
mittee reviewed the action of the Guid nce Subcommittee d m de 
recommendations for follow-up on the subco ittee level and took action 
on the dep rtment 1 guid ce nd pl cenent l evel . Action t ken nd 
recommend tions of this committee we r e then forwarded to the Centr 1 
Guid nce Committee. 
The Centr 1 Guid ce Committee w s compos d of the s chool sup r-
intend nt (ex-officio), the sClool pr incip 1, de artme t he s of the 
boysl nd girls' gui d".nce dep r t ments , ho e economics de rt e t he ad , 
voc tion 1 depart ent he d, prevocation .l pl ce cnt off icer, medic 1 
officer, educ tion 1 specialist, d inistr tive officer in dual 
role s dmi nistr tive officer and reloc t i on liaison gent for the 
school. This committee r eviewed the actions and r eco endations m de 
by the previous committees. They Iso cted u on t hose cases requiring 
action at this level. This may h ve included such t hings s outside 
medical help, or the id of psychologist. 
The bove w s the org niz tion of t he guid nce progr ~nd ~s 
units they would i ndividually have acted on each student t 1 st t wice 
during the school year, ~nd under certain conditions , where a boy or 
girl was in need of extra help, they may have met many times during the 
course of the year and formulat ed the most fruitful course to follow in 
each particul r case. In addition to the guid ce th t took pI ce in 
this more formal at mosphere, e ch adult gave direct nd pe r sonal help 
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to each student. Ever.y person working ~ ith the student h d the oppor-
tunity t .o call upon the studentl ·s committee for dditional hlp, or to 
make report~ nd recommendations to the committee. Everyone who worked 
with the students, including the acacl.emic" vO.c tional" d guid ce 
staffs, plus those who only came in cont ct ith the student occasion ly" 
such as the bus drivers, kitchen personnel, and maintenance people, were 
involved in the guidance program and were expected to t ake an active 
part. 
A boy's advisor was able to handle most of his person 1 problems" 
but he often referred the boy to the boyls committee for the coordinated 
effort of all concerned. In such a case the ch irman of th subcommittee 
was notified as to the circumstances surrounding the problem; it could 
have been anything from the need of spending money to a violation of 
the school rules, and the chairman then called his committee together 
and acted upon the case. Such recommend tions for committee action 
could have come from any person concerned with the student. 
The advisor was responsible for a group of boys in designated 
dormitories. His office was in one of the dor itories nd the boys 
were free to call upon h~ at any t ime . His office hours we re irregular 
to take ca re of the boysl needs. He was vailable , by telephone , a t 
any hour of the day or night. The group of students assigned to an 
advisor were all within the same cademic department, d the dvisor, 
administrators, d te chers of the c demic dep rtment worked closely 
together in a coordinated effort to help the students with their i di-
vidual problems. The advisor to a group of boys also worked closely 
with the advisor who had a group of girls from the s ame academic 
. department. There was, for example, close coordi ation of progr ams 
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between the girls d boys of the Special Progr am d p rtment, which 
enabled the students to receive the experiences typical of this group. 
This included agreement as to the type of social functions that were 
held, and the standards that were maintained. atters concerning a 
boy and a girl were handled by the advisors concerned. re ort of 
their action was sent to the guidance d plac~ent committee, of which 
the two dvisors concerned were members, and then to the c ntral 
guidance committee. 
Background infor.mation concerning the s tudent w s r ather 
extensive. His acadamic department, prevoc tional depar ent, guidance 
dep rtment d the registrar Qll had records concer ing each student, 
and these records were avail bl to those working with th stud t . 
Things of confidenti 1 nature were so marked d op ned only under 
special conditions. In his folder s w s found 11 th d sir ble infor.ma 
tion necessary for proper guid ce and counsel ing . 
Guidance was given on the prevoc tional and voc tion I I vel in 
r egards to vocational choices and occupational opportunities . Pri nted 
material was made available to all departments: academic, voc tional 
and guidance. 
Placement and follow-up was Iso a service offer ed as p rt of 
the guidance program. This service was offered on both the pre-
vocational d vocation 1 l evels. This s ervice ~ as headed by advisors 
who helped pl ce students in the proper voc tion 1 trai ning class, 
found york for him that was in line with his voc tion, ~ d then followed 
with personal visits while the student was on the job. This w s done 
t o determine the student's success nd his possible needs. Gradu tes 
who were ot returned to school v/ere visit ed frequently the f irst year, 
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d occasionally over the next two years. Individual re orts were ade 
concerning e ch student after each visit. In ddition, a quarterly 
report was made concerning all gradu tes. 
As the foregoing would indicate, the duties of the school 
personnel were well defined in regards to guidance functions, but the 
program was flexible enough to allow for individu 1 initi tive nd 
offered opportunities to try new w ys of re ching desired goals . 
Our im is the total developm nt of each pupil. ' e 
are concerned with person lity development nd soci 1 
adjustment s 'well as with the te ching of tool subj ects. 
e wish e ch pupil to develop whol some ttitudes toward 
work; tow rd his rel tionship with other people; nd 
toward his res onsibilities ~s member of the school nd 
community. , e hope to help him develop the hco;.bits ~' nd 
skills that will c bl e him to be eff icient . To CCOffi-
plish these aims, it is necess r.y for every e loy e to 
know nd underst nd every pupil ~ith 'whom he wo rks d 
to offer guid ce necessary to aid th t pupil in attaining 
mGl.Ximum growth d djustment . 
It has been gr ed by the st ffs of the Special 
Navajo Program th t the following pr ci l es ill be the 
b sis for pupil guidance : 
1. A symp thetic underst nding of the upil. 
• 
ake every effort to underst nd his 
background nd his proble s. 
2. R adiness to help the pupil set st ndards so 
th .. t he knows wh t is expected of him. 
3. Ability to give the pupil feeling of 
belongi eness and security. 
4. illingness to tre t the upil \Jith r espect. 
• 
b . 
c. 
d. 
To refrain f rom hwnili ting him • 
To refrain from n gging or scolding. 
To re ize th t pu iI's beh vior is 
never to be considered ersonal ffront. 
To be kind but finn nd businesslike . 
5. ne diness to ive genuine pr aise ~hen it is 
merited. 
6. Ability to maint in an t mosphe re of c lmn sS G 
In ever.y cl~ ssroom and dormitory behavior problems will 
arise at times. The f ollowing principl es re considered 
essential in de ling ith any discipline case . 
1. To be c 1m -nd refrain f rom scolding . 
2. To deterrnin the c use or c uses underlying 
the undesirable behavior, using n inter-
preter to et the facts. 
3. To help the pupil analyze his behavior, draw 
conclusions, nd s et standards for improved 
beh vior. 
4. To follow through by helping the pupil ev lu te 
his behavior from time to time. 
5. To treat the pupil ith respect. (3, p.13) 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ALE STUDENT IN THE SPEC IAL P OGR D PARI T 
He w s from 12 to 21 ye rs of ge d r nged from on-English 
speaking beginner to a fifth ye r student who k w enough English to 
c rr,y on ~ simple conversation, follow simple directions, nd sk 
questions. Until entering school he h d lived his life in one room 
hogan with none of the modern conveniences (s we knew them. His 
experience to modern living h d been limited to his school experiences. 
The beginner knew nothing about the use of modern living f~c ilities 
such s plumbing, he ting, electric I ppli. nces, nd ost household 
furnishings. The s carcity of w ter on the reserv t ion h~d h~ndic a ped 
his person hygiene development. His diet at home w sIcking in the 
es senti 1 food elements nd he may h~ve been suffering from lnutrition. 
he w s sked to eat t school w s str.nge to him d 
he h d to develop ~ t ste for new foods. His xper ience e ting with 
silverware t a dining t ble w s usu lly in proportion to his sc hool 
experience. His cont ct ~ith people had been l imitvd to hi s own f ~ ily 
group, nd school cqu int ces. 
He w s willing to l e ve his reserv tion home and travel some 
600 miles to school in order th t he i ght le ~rn to l ive , nd be self 
supporting citizen in cosmo olitan society _ VI y fro an over 0 ul ted 
reservn tiol1 1 ith its serious economic roblems . He had a desire to Ie : n 
d s usuilly e ger student who progr es sed r~pidly i n such s 
new 1 h d to be cquired, ne1' cultur I p tterns cco t ed d 
ttitudes ch nges, some of which were in op osition to his ov culture . 
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Review of __ ..... ___ Che ck Li t for Junior High School Stude ts 
According to the anu 1 for the ooney roblem Check List 
(Appendix A), ooney felt th t in order t o underst nd students better 
the school should em loy methods of systematically discoveri g wh.t 
problems were bothering them. His check list w s desi ned t o contribute 
to this systematic process of f ct finding . 
Th check list (Ap e dix A), co ns i t d of thirty ite s in each 
of sev n "problem re.s ll : He lth nd Physic 1 Develo roe t ; chool; 
Home ~ F ily; oney, ork d the Future; Boy nd Girl el tio s ; 
R l ations to People in Generu; nd S lf Centered Concerns . The 
grouping of the 210 items u to the bove c te ories had been done in 
such I Y th t th grouping w s not obvious to t h student using the 
list, Ithou h it ws us d by th int rpreter . 
100ney (12) felt th t co trary to !'l.ssumption held by m ny 
adults, a high proportion of students wer e ~illin to talk bout their 
personal problems . He I so f elt that t hey ere e ger to s e the chool 
go much further than it usually goes in giving help on these tters . 
He h~s s id ( anu.l, Appendix A) th t the n ture of the check list makes 
it impossible to .rrive t definite conclus i on bout its validi ty. 
Burros (4) 150 f elt t t since t he li st W.s ot desi ed to yield 
"scores" d no norm tive or correl tion 1 d t . re sup lied, it could 
not be ssessed with r eg rd to the usu 1 co cepts of r eli bility nd 
v lidity. cIntyre (11) in his s tudy to tte t to prove or dis rove 
the v~lidity of the che ck list, f elt th t the r esult s h obtain d were 
evidence for the validity of the check list . 
ooney (13) found there w s little indic tiOl th t students 
tried to hide their problems , or "pI yll '\! ith the c leck l ist . He fo u.Yld 
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the ver ge number of problems m rked by the junior i h school student 
to be t wenty-three. The r nge of res onses w s ver,y wide, runni from 
less th six to well over one hundred . Jon s (5), in his r eference 
to problems of the junior hi gh school student , list ed t h ir problem 
r eqs in the followin r~ order: 
Adjustment to School 1 
iscell eous 2 
Boy nd Girl 3 
He lth nd h sic 1 Develo ment 5 
Soci I-P sychologic~l Rel tions 5 
Person l-Psycholo ical R 1 tions 5 
Ho e nd F" ily 7 (13, .63) 
The bove re s of problems er e eas th t c be fo und in e ch 
of the five different forms of the check list. They 1 ere quite simil r, 
but not entirely identic 1. They differed from t he rou ing i t he 
junior high school form by combi nino the .re 11 0 cy, i or , d future" 
under II iscellanoous ." 
The Moon y Problem Check List i s ot test , d ccordi to 
Burros (4), it h s pro ised little nd produced uch. 
At 11 times the counselor ust keep in mind th t 
the Problem Check List i s not t st . It d s r ot 
yiel d scores on trQits or r i t y di rect st ~ te e ts 
bout the djust an t st tus of th rso who made t e 
r espon s . R~ther , the Problem Check List is form 
of simple commID1ic tion bet een the counsel ee d 
counselor desi ned to ~ ccelerate the proces of _de -
st ding the student d his r e 1 robl s . ( ual, 
Ap endix A) 
PROCEDURE 
The problem was delimited: This study was limited to male 
students J twelve years of age and older in the Special Program Depart-
ment of Intermountain School. 
A modified form of the Mooney Problem Check List, Appendix B, 
was the instrument chosen to secure the desired inform tion. There 
were five statements th t were felt not to pertain to the school 
situ~tion in th ir present form. These statements were ch nged s 
indicated below. 
Item 26. Not allowed to use the family c r 
to Not a llowed to use a car 
Item 102. Too much school ork to do at home 
to Too much school work to do in the dormitory 
Item 126. Choosing best subjects to take next term 
to Choosing hobby club to take next term 
Item 127. Deciding what to t ake in high school 
to Deciding what vocation to choose 
Item 128. a ting advice on wh t to do after high school 
to ianting advice on what to do after finishing 
my program 
The bove item numbers refer to the item number a s found on the 
modified check list Appendix A, and not to item numbers in oon y 's 
original list. 
There were three statements . dded that p r allel l ooney's st te-
ments in the re of "home nd f runily." These items were felt to be 
necessary nd were grouped in the rEi of" school,_ " 
Mooney's item 154, lanting more freedom t home, 
Author dded item 211, "anting are freedom at school. 
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~ ooney' s item 155, 1 nting w live in a different neighborhood. 
Author dded item 212, 1 nting to live in different dormitory. 
Mooney's item 190, ~ nt ing to run aw y from home. 
Author added item 213, Wantin to rW1 way from school. 
The check list was given to 247 m le students in t he Special 
Pro r De rtment on October 6 qnd 7, 1959. It was administered by the 
uthor and can instruction 1 id (Navajo i.nterpreter) to two groups of 
12 students, nd 119 students. The first group were stude ts ho we re 
in their first, second, or third ye r of school. Their bility r ged 
from non-re ders to gr de 4.7 i n re ding ~s me~sured by the Californi 
Achievem nt Test. After c reful instructions war given by the uthor 
for marking the check list to this group the instruction 1 id re ~ e ch 
statement in English and then ve its meanin in N v jo. The numb r of 
the st tement w~s written on the ch lkboard before th st tement w s 
given or exp1 ined. If the st tement w s a problem, the student arked 
the proper stat~lent on his list, fter first checking th number on 
the ch lkbo rd to m ke sure he was marking the right state ent . 
The second group were students who wer e in t heir f ourth or fifth 
year of school. Their bility r anged from gr ade s 3.0 to gr de 6.2 
in reading as measured by the California Achi evement Test. The check 
list was dministered to t his group by the uthor . The students were 
instructed to re ~d each st t ement carefully Jith the uthor nd then to 
mark the st ~tement if it was problem or not ill rk the st t ment if it 
w s not problem. The meaning of those st t ements needing explan tion 
was made where it V'l s felt ther would be difficulty in comprehending . 
Each boy was a sked to put his name on his check list just 
before they were g thered. Lat er, using the school enrollment records, 
his age , year in school and his program were added to his check list. 
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The marking of each check list was then recorded on large sheets of 
petper according to his age, ye~r :in school nd his progr.m. From these 
work sheets the tables for this study were compiled . 
Data will be discussed in terms of trend and percentages since 
it does not lend itself to statistical analysis. 
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RESULTS 
Less than 3 perc nt of the students .. re absent when the check 
list was given. Of the students responding to the check list bout 64 
percent were from the eight year progr~, bout 19 percent were from 
the six year program, Qnd about 17 percent were from the five ye r 
program. (See Table 1). They r anged in ge from twelve years to 
twenty-one years, with the highest concentration of students in the 15 
year age group. This group included approxim tely 35 percent of the 
total male student enrollment. This was better than twice the enroll-
ment of the next highest group, which was the 16 ye~r old with 
approximately 17 percent of the tot~ enrollment. In each of the three 
programs the majority of the students were in the 15 year age group 
(See Table 2). 
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Table 1. Total number of male students enrolled in the Special Program 
Department, and the number of students answering the Check 
List. 
Progr~ 
Five-ye~r program 
First year 
Second year 
Six-year program 
First year 
Second year 
Third year 
Eight-ye ar pro gr«m 
Second year 
Third year 
Fourth year 
Fifth year 
Total 
Number 
enrolled 
13 
30 
13 
21 
12 
31 
52 
68 
254 
Number answering 
check list 
12 
30 
11 
14 
21 
11 
29 
51 
68 
247 
Table 2. Number of male students in e ach progr~ according to age. 
Age in Iears 
Program 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Over 18 
Five-ye r 5 20 5 8 3 2 
Six-year 8 9 9 12 6 1 1 
Eight-year 21 22 25 55 31 6 4 1 
Total (254) 29 31 39 87 42 15 8 3 
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Tables 3 to 12 classified student responses to the check 
list. The tables were rranged to show first, the total response; 
second, the response according to program; third, the response 
according to ye~r in school; and fourth, the response . ccording to 
age • . 
Tables 3 to 5 show that the average number of probl~ls marked 
by all students was higher in the area ttmoney, work, and future." 
This was also the high area according to program, year in school, and 
according to age. The second high rea for all students was in the 
rea "boy and girl rela tiona. It 
of the variables. There were 
This was also second high area in e ch 
pproximQtely 1/3 more probl ms marked 
in the area of "money,ork, nd future" . s in the rea "boy d girl 
relations" and approx tely t wice as many as in the re It school lr 
~d "self-centered concerns", d two and one-half times as m ny s 
in the areas "health and physical development" d "rel tions ith 
people in general", and three times as many as in the area "home ". 
There was an average high of 10.5 problems marked in the area "money, 
work, and future", to an a.verage low of 3.0 problems marked in the 
area "home". 
The total average number of problems marked for all stUdents 
w s 39.2 problems . By comparing the depar tment's programs it was 
found that the six-year d eight-year program students m rked approxi-
mately the same number of items, with average of 41.4 for the first 
mentioned and 40.9 respectively. The five-year program students, ' ith 
total average of 31.2, marked approximately one-fourth fewer items 
th did the six and eight-year program students. (See Table 3) 
Table 3. Average number of problems marked in each problem area 
according to program. 
All Progr~ 
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Problem area students Five-year Six-year Eight-year 
1M on ey , WOIK, the future 10.5 9.9 10.6 10.7 
Boy and girl relatio~B 6.3 5.3 7.3 6.3 
Self-centered concerns 5.5 3.5 5.1 6.2 
School 5.3 4.5 4.9 5.6 
Relations to people in g neral 4.4 2.9 5.3 4.5 
Heuth nd physic 1 development 4.2 2.9 4.5 4.5 
Home d fimily 3.0 2.2 3.7 3.1 
Total 39.2 31.2 41.4 40.9 
Prob bly the mo t sign1fic t inforI t10n rev l ed th 
t b1 w e th t there ere no r 1 tion hip betw n t 
a boy had been in school or his ye rs of experience s indic t d by his 
age, to the number of problems he might have. T he boy who was in school 
for the first time had pproximately the same roblem ver ge as the 
problem aver ge of 11 students, bout 39.5 problems. There w s no 
tendency for the number of probl ems to decrease or increase s he 
progressed through school. The third-year student h d a total verage 
high of 44.7 problems , with the second hieh being the fifth ye r student 
who had an verage of 43.5 problems. Between these t wo hi hs , there 
w s the low of 30.9 problems for the fourth year student. The second-
ye r student had fewer problems than the first-year student, but more 
problems th n the fourth year student. (See Tabl e Lt ) 
The twelve ye r olds (Se e T ble 5) indicated th t they h d ore 
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problems t han y of the other age groups . Th y arked hi h of 51 0 0 
s t he ver ge number of r obl ms for hi s ge roup . There s 0 
tendency for the number of probl e s t o d cre se or incre se s he bec e 
older and g ined ore experience . On t he extreme end of t he ge r e , 
the nover 18n age group had ~ total aver e of 32 .9 pro bl s , tot 
aver ge of 18.1 problems l ess t h the t welve ye r old. Bet leen t hese 
t wo groups t here was t he fift en ye r ol d with t ot 1 aver a e of 37.1 
problems. On both sides of the 15 ye r old t her e we r e s tudent s with 
fewer problems and students ith ore problems . The 14 ye r old had 
total aver~ge of 35.7 problems, while the 13 ye r ol d marked tot~l of 
43.6 items. Of the students older t han the 15 yo r old, t he 16 ye r 
old h~d mark ed a t ot al aver ge of 44.9 probl e s , vhile t he 17 d 18 
year old indic ted a t ot al of 23. 9 d 27.1 problems r espectivelyo 
Table 4. Aver ge number of problems marked in e ch pr oblem area 
according to year in school. 
All Year in school 
Pro blem •. rea students 1 2 3 4 
~oney, work, the future 10.5 9.9 10.4 11.3 B05 
Boy and girl rela tions 6.3 6.3 60 4 B.O 4.1 
Self-centered concerns 5.5 3.7 4.6 5.6 4.7 
school 5.3 6.2 4.5 5.6 I 3.B 
}tel tions to people in gene r al 4.4 5.4 4.0 5.2 3.7 
Health nd physical development 4.2 4.3 4.1 407 3.5 
Home and family 3.0 3.7 3.1 4.3 2.6 
Total 39.2 39.5 37.1 44.7 30.9 
5 
11.9 
6.7 
7.4 
6.4 
4.3 
4.6 
2.2 
43.5 
Table 5. Average number of problems marked in each area ccording to ~ge . 
All Age in years 
Problem area students 12 1.3 14 15 16 17 18 Over I S 
~oney, work, the future 10.5 11.4 10.3 9.6 10.7 12.3 7.4 6.9 12.3 
Boy and girl relations 6.3 8.1 7.7 5.5 5.7 7.2 4.1 4.4 7.0 
self-centered concerns 5.5 6.0 5.2 4.9 5.6 7.2 3.1 3.4 4.3 
School 5.3 7.4 5.7 3.9 5.1 5.9 3.8 4.0 3.3 
Relations to people in general 4.4 6.6 5.5 4.4 3.9 4.7 2.2 3.1 1.3 
Health and physical development 4.2 6.6 4.7 3.8 3.6 5.1 2.2 3.6 3.0 
Home and f .mily 3.0 4.9 4.6 3.6 2.5 2.5 1.1 1.7 1.7 
Total 39.2 51.0 43.6 35 .7 37.1 44.9 23.9 27.1 32.9 
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There were nine students who m rked more t!l~ 90 items as 
problems. There were two who said they had 124 problems, 0 e e~ch who 
said he had either 120, 110, or 100 problems, nd four who s id they had 
less than 100, but more than 90 problems. There were 11 students who 
marked less than 10 items. Three of these students said they had but 
one problem. Two m~rked two items, .md two students marked five items. 
The remaining four students s id they had more than five problems, but 
less than 10. 
Tables 6 to 8 gave the ~e general idea ~s did t ables 4 to 5, 
but by ranking the areas we got a clearer picture of the students 
problems. 
It was felt that probably the most signific nt information 
revealed by these tables was the area, "money, work and future" which 
ranked first according . to program, ye Cl r in school, and according to 
age. There were better than 1,000 more items marked in this area than 
in the second ranked area of IIboy and girl r el . tions ll • The area "boy 
and girl relations ll r~nked second in each of the v riables, except for 
those students who were in the fourth and fifth ye r. 
Table 6 showed th t for the department a s a whole the students 
number one problem area w s "money, wor~ nd future", nd the number t 0 
problem area was Ilboy and girl relations ll • The number three re for 
all stUdents w s the rea "self-centered concerns". The five and six-
year progr students had marked this .s t heir fourth .r ea of concer n , 
and the eight-ye r students h d m rked it s their t hird rea of 
concern. 
Table 6. The r&nk order of problems marked in each re 
number of problems m rked, according to progr 
d total 
• 
All Program 
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Pro b1em area stud nts Five- ye r Six- ye r Eight- year 
No. R No. R No . R No. R 
Money, ork., the future 2605 1 414 1 486 1 1705 1 
Boy am girl relations 1559 2 226 2 334 2 999 2 
Self-cent er ed concerns 1364 3 146 4 233 4 985 3 
school 1303 4 190 3 226 5 887 4 
Relations to people in ener 1 1087 5 121 6 2~·4 3 722 5 
Health & physic ~ l development 1047 6 123 5 205 6 719 6 
Home nd f amily 750 7 95 7 169 7 486 7 
No. = 4 2 for five- y Qr ro r am -p g , 46 for six- ye r ro r p g 
- 1 , 59 for ei ht-g 
year progr2m 
The :&rea of "school" r anked fourth by all students . It ranked 
t hird by the five-ye r rogr students ~ d fourth by the ci ht- year 
program. students. The -are "rel tions to peo le in g er 111 r ed 
fifth by all s tudents. It r .nlced sixth by the five-year progr 
students, t hird by t he six- ye r program student s nd fifth by the ei ht-
ye r program students. The are of II he I th d physic development" 
r anked sixth by all student s . It w s r ed as f ifth by the fi ve-ye r 
progr am students d as sixth by the six nd ei ght-ye r pro r students 0 
The r ea of "home nd f amilY" r anked s evel th by all stude ts nd seventh 
by e .ch of the three programs . 
The ar e s listed in ran~ order by all students ld the r k 
order by students in t he eight-y r program were i dentic 1 0 There were 
no gr eat extr emes wi thin the individual programs s comp red to the all 
students rank of r eas . There was non who v ri d in their r nk from 
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the all student rank by more than one pI ce, except the students in the 
six-ye r program who v ried two pl aces in the rea "reI tions ith 
people in generaltt • They ranked this rea s third while all students 
ranked it as fifth. 
Table 7 showed us th t g~in the m jar concern of the students 
• 
regardl ss of the year in school Vi s in the r e of" oney, work d 
future tt , nd that his second concern w s in the re of "boy d girl 
relations lt , except for the fourth nd fifth y ~r student who lis t ed 
this area as his third concern, nd" self-centered oo ncernl! as his 
second a rea of concern. This 1 tter rea was listed a s fourth by the 
second ~ nd third ye r students nd s 1 st , or seventh by the students 
in their first year. The re;L "school" r.anked t hird with the first , 
second nd third year stud nts d fourth ~ith the fourth d fifth ye 
students. The area of "horne d f amilF' r l1ked seventh, or 1 st by the 
students irregardless of year in school, except the first-y r student, 
who w s Ie ss concerned with himself than he was bout his horne . 
None of the school ye rs v ried more th none 1 ce r nk with 
the II student r nk except the first yea r students who v ried four 
points in their r nking of " self-centered concerns" s seventh hen 
compared to the all student r~ of third. 
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Table 7. The rank order of problems marked in each area d total 
number of problems marked, ccording to y ar in school. 
Year in school 
All 
Problem area students 1 2 3 4 5 
No. R No. R No. R No. R No. R No. 
~oney, work, the future 2605 1 228 1 570 1 568 1 432 1 807 
Boy and girl rel. tions 1559 2 146 2 350 2 402 2 211 3 450 
Self-centered concerns 1364 3 85 7 252 4 281 4 244 2 502 
School 1303 4 143 3 253 3 282 3 191 4 434 
~elations to people 
in general 1087 5 123 4 223 6 259 5 188 5 294 
Health and physical 
development 1047 6 99 5 224 5 234 6 179 6 311 
Home Q.nd f iIllily 750 7 86 6 172 7 215 7 130 7 147 
R 
1 
3 
2 
4 
6 
5 
7 
No. - 23 for f1rst ye r; 55 for second; 50 for th~d; 51 for f ourth; nd 
68 for fifth. 
Table 8 showed that the problem area all students were most con-
cerned with, regardless of age, was the re "money ork nd future" , , 
and their second concern was the ~rea "boy and girl r el at i ons". '{ithout 
exception these two areas were ranked as one and t wo respectively by each 
of the age groups. The 12 year old had felt them to be his major 
problem as h~ those students who were over 18. There were but t wo 
extremes from the rank order of .all students in the r k order by ages. 
One extreme was the 12 year old who placed the area "self-centered 
concern tt s sixth which was ranked by all students s third. The over 
18 ge group r-.nked "relations to people in general" as s eventh, while 
the all student rank was fifth. All other r~ks within the different 
ages were within one r ank point of the student r ank . All ges r anked 
"home and: f amily" as . seventh, or 1 st, except the students over 18 who 
ranked it as their sixth area. The 15 ye r old h d the identical r ank 
listing for each area as the rank listing for all students. 
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Table B. The r ank orner of problems marked in e .. ch area and total number of problems marked, according t 
age. 
Problem area 
All Age in ye~s 
students 12 13 14 15 16 17 IB 
No. R No. R No. R No. R No. R No. R No. R No. R 
I 
Money, work, the future 2605 1 332 1 2BB 1 327 1 931 1 517 1 125 1 I 4B I 1 
Boy and girl rel ations 1559 2 236 2 
3 174 6 
216 2 IBB I 2 496 2 
165 3 4B9 3 
302 2.5 
302 2.5 Self-centered concerns 1364 144 5 
School 
ReI tions to people 
in gener 1 
Health d physic 1 
development 
Home nd f ami ly 
1303 4 215 3 159 3 132 5 446 4 249 4 
10B7 5 190 4.5 153 4 14B 4 337 5 196 6 
1047 6 190 4.5 131 6 12B 6 313 6 213 5 
750 7 141 7 12B 7 121 7 21B 7 106 7 
69 2 i 
53 4 
64 3 
37 6 
3B 5 
19 7 
I 
2B 3 
22 6 
25 4 
12 7 
Over l~ 
No. R 
21 2 
13 3 
10 4 
9 5 
5 6 
No. = 29 for t welve ye r old; 2B for thlrteen; 34 for fourt een; B7 for fifteen ; 42 for slXteen; 17 for 
seventeen; 7 for eighteen; nd 3 for ov r eighteen . 
T~bles 9 to 12 show the individual items t hat ,ver e mo s t 
frequently m rked by students in the different rC QS with Ihich this 
xtudy was concerned . Approxim tely 20 of the ost frequ ntly rke 
items were listed in e ch of th se different r e s . 
Tctble 9 shows the individu 1 items th t ,er e ost f r uently 
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m rked by ap. students. II tin to m som on yll \I s t he 
item m rk d most frequently, being rked by 81 rc t of the stud ts . 
Second, vI i th 75 percent of too stud nts indic .tin it t o be of concer to 
them was Itwantin to buy more of my own cloth s" . Over 50 erc t of 
th students mnrked e nch of the items from on to t e . Of t Gse ten 
items , ~ il..lht were the re II oney , v~ rk d fut ure" t ~o v r in 
the .. re IIboy d ir1rel o.tions ll • T irteen of t e 23 items (1 , , 3 , 
4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, 13, 17, 1 d 21) or 1"0 ercent were 
in the r e II oney , ' ork rd future" ; five ite s ( , 10, 11, 15 22) 
were in the r e "boy ~ nd irl r eI t ions"; t YO i t e .s eac . ere ir t e 
re s "sel f -cent r e concerns (19 "1d 20) d sc 001 14 d 23) , 
01e i tem (16) in t he r ea "h alth d ys ic 1 vel 0 ti ' . 
They wer e equ ly concerned over 0 ey d t heir vocatio s . 
Items th t 'oN re in these t 0 c t e ori s ch 
c t egory receiving s ix IllAit rks . Items 
among th first four ost frequ ently 
o ey lere Ii ted 
d ite s , . d f i ve "J re listed 
:l ong the fir st six items . I tems de in wi t t e soci 1 sects of 
the stude t I s life ere f ound f ive t ' es 0 g t he ee ite s ; 
three items were school concerns ; t i 0 'lere s If co cer s doc \; S 
h Ith concern. 
Table 9. ost troublesome problems of 247 m I e student s in the 
special program department. 
tem Problems 
1. anting to earn some of my own money 
2. wanting to buy more of my own things 
3. Needing to find ~ part-time job now 
4. Needing a job during vacation 
5. Vi ting to know more bout triil.des 
6. Too few nice clothes 
7. Needing to know more bout occuputions 
8. Learning how to dance 
9. Deciding what voc ation to choose 
10. Vanting more ple sing personality 
11. Keeping myself ne at rrl looking nice 
anting to know more bout college 
Needing to decide on an occup tion 
• wanting more freedom at school 
Boy friend 
Underwei ght 
Needing to know my voc*tional bilities 
anting advice on w t to do aft er finishing 
my progr-.rn 
Trying to stop a bad h~bit 
20. Being afraid of making mi stakes 
21. Having no regular allowance 
22. Not knowing how to make a date 
23. Worried about gr ades 
Total 
Probl ems 
202 
179 
171 
163 
152 
145 
141 
140 
127 
122 
120 
113 
101 
97 
96 
95 
95 
90 
86 
86 
86 
86 
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Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
l2 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17.5 
17.5 
19 
21.5 
21.5 
21.5 
21.5 
By comparing the individual items mo st frequently marked by 
students according to program (Table 10), we find them like in memy 
ways . In each of the programs, over one-half of the 20 items were con-
cerned with money, , ~ ork or future. Of the 20 items most frequently 
marked by the students in the five-year program, 12 items (1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, S, 9, 11,12, and 13), representing over one-half of the total 
were also found in each of the other two programs , lthough of different 
rank. In addition, to the bove items, items 10, 14, 15, 16, 18, ~ d 
26 were also found runong the first 20 items most freque tly marked by 
students in the six-ye r progr~. This was an extremely high degree of 
likeness between the five and six-year programs . IS of the 20 items , 
representing nine-tenths of the wtal were alike . 
The students in the five-year program lis t ed the following 
which were not found in the six-yo r program, "afraid of f a iling in 
school work nd trouble with spelling and gr~ r". The six-year program 
students listed "often not hungry for my meals d ot being s strong 
as other kids". The eight-year program students listed "trying to stop 
a bad habit, too little spending money, not knoViin how to make a d te, 
worried bout grades , needing to know my vocational abilities, not 
sm rt enough, ~orried about so lleone in the f~ily d not knowing how 
to look for a job" as problems not found in the other programs. 
The student s in the five and six-ye2.r progrmns felt th ir 
gre test need was to ~prove their personalities. The eight-ye r 
program student felt his greatest need w .s to earn some of his own 
money. All of the students were concerned with money, clothes, jobs, 
trades, voc tions, and occupations, d e~ch of the programs listed 
among their first t wenty items "learning to dance nd w nting to know 
Tabl 10. Most troublesome problems of 247 l e stude ts in the sp ci 
progr • 
ro r dep rtment , ccording to 
Progr-.m 
Item Problem All Five-year Six-year Eight~year 
Students No. R No. R No. R 
No. R 
1. {anting to e rn some of my oVom money 202 1 33 2 34 6.5 135 1 2. anting to buy more of my own things 179 2 27 10 38 2 117 2 
3. Needing to find a p rt-time job now 171 3 31 6.5 35 4.5 103 4 4. Needing a job during v c tion 163 4 32 4 34 6.5 94 6 5. "T ting to know more bout trades 152 5 32 4 35 4.5 95 5 
6. Too few nice clothes 145 6 18 15.5 22 18.5 104 3 
7. Needing to Imow more bout occup~tions 144 7 32 4 32 9.5 81 8 8. Le rning how to dance 141 8 26 12 32 9.5 80 9 9. Deciding wh at voca tion to choose lL~O 9 31 6.5 25 13.5 84 7 10. o anting a more pl e sing personality 127 10 37 1 41 1 
11. Keeping myself ne t and looking nice 122 11 26 12 37 3 58 19 12. vanting to know more bou t college 120 12 18 15.5 24 16 76 10 
13. Needing to decide on an occupation 113 13 28 8.5 25 13.5 64 12.5 
14. 'Jant:Lng more freedom t school 101 14 28 8.5 22 18.5 
15. Boy friend 97 15 26 12 33 8 
16. Underweight 96 16 14 20 25 13.5 
17. Needing to knOVl my vocational bilities 95 17.5 62 16 
18. °ianting advice on w hat to do fter finishing my 
progr am 95 1705 22 14 25 13.5 
19. Trying to stop b d h bit 90 19 75 11 20. Being fr id of making mistakes 86 21.5 
21. H ving no regul r allow ce 86 21.5 
22 . ot knowing how to make d te 86 2105 
I 
I 
T ble 10 Co tin ed 
.--
All Progr~ 
Students Five-year Six-ye r Eight-yea ' 
Item Problem o. R No . R No . R No . p. 
23 . ![orried about gr des 86 21. 5 63 llo5 
24. Air id of failing in school ork 17 17 
25. Trouble ith spelling or gr~ar 15 18.5 
26. Parents expecting too much of me 15 18.5 26 11 
27. Often not hungry for my me als 23 17 
28. Not being s strong s so e other kids 21 20 
29. Too littl spending mon y 64 1205 
30. ot smart enough 61 17 
31. ~orried bout someone in the f ily 58 19 
32 . Not knowing how to look for a job 58 IS 
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more about college". 
By comparmg the individual items most frequently marked by 
students according to grade (T ble 11) it was found th y \'\e re like in 
mQlly ways. There were mtmy items that were similar in ch of th first 
three years, and there were several items that were alike in e ch of the 
five years, although they did not occupy the s~e rank in e .ch ye • 
These responses reflected concern over work, voc tions, 
appear ce. 
d a good 
By comparing the items m;!.nced in e ch of the fir st three years , 
it w s found there was a high degree of likeness. Of the 20 items most 
frequently marked by the students, 15, representing thre -fourths of 
the tot 1 were found in e ch of the first three y ars . Th its 
lere 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ,9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, d le e 
The first-ye r students arked "not being s stro s ot r 
kids" s the only problem he h d th t w s ot found in y of t he oth r 
y rs. The second-y r stud t listed "f li sh ed of som t h · g 
I ve done, and forgetting things". The third-y ar stude t list d 
"often not hungry for me ls, w ting ore freedom t hom, d girl 
friend". The rourth-ye~r student listed Ilwanting to be or lik oth r 
people, worried bout someone in the f ily, so etimes t bei as 
honest s I should be, trouble with arithmetic, too little s 
money, nd cant t talk plainly." The fifth-yei;l.r student listed" orri d 
about gr des, not knowing how to look for job, spending money 
foolishly, thinking about heaven nd hell, missing so eone very uch , 
1d fr id God is going to punish me" s roblems he h d t t lj re ot 
found in ~y of the other years. 
The first, s econd nd third year stud nts 1 first co cern w~s 
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desire to h ve a more pleasing personality, s r eflected by pproxi-
mately 90 percent of the students in each of these years. Th ed for 
money ~nd the desire to earn it w s the main concern of the fourth and 
fifth year student, as expressed by over 85 percent of the students in 
each of these ye ars. The students in the first thr e years ranked this 
particul r money problem as fifth for the first y r, t hird for the 
second year, . nd second for the third ye r. "Wanting more pleasing 
personality" did not appear among the first 20 items in either the 
fourth or fifth year. 
Table 11. Most troublesome problems of 247 m~le students in the special program department, according to 
year in school. 
All Ye-.1.r in school 
Item Problem Students 1 2 3 4 5 
Jo. R No . R No. R No. R No. R No. R 
1. nting to earn some of my own money 202 1 15 5.5 42 3.5 42 2 42 1 61 1 
2. ~~nting to buy more of my own things 179 2 11 17.5 38 8.5 39 2 53 2 
3. Needing to find a p rt-time job now 171 3 19 2 36 10 38 7.5 25 6.5 51 3 
4. Needing a job during vacation 163 4 14 8.5 40 6 38 7.5 19 16.5 49 4 
5. \fanting to know more about trades 152 5 16 4 42 3.5 40 4 20 13 44 5 
6. Too few nice clothes 145 6 lL~ 8 .5 28 16.5 26 17 36 3 40 7 
7. Needing to know more about occup tions 144 7 12 14 43 2 40 4 36 11 
8 . Learning how to dance 141 8 14 8 .5 32 13 34 9 20 13 38 8 
9. Deciding wh t vocation to choose 140 9 17 3 40 6 29 13 20 13 34 12.5 
10. " nting a more pleasing person 1ity 127 10 20 1 49 1 45 1 
Ill. Keeping myself neat nd looking nice 122 11 13 11. 5 40 6 40 4 
1
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nting to know more bout college 120 l2 31 14 27 15.5 23 8 .5 
,13. eeding to decide on n occup tion 113 13 12 14 33 11.5 32 10 
14 . .1 nting more freedom at school 101 14 13 11.5 33 li.5 31 11 
1 5. Boy friend 97 15 15 5.5 38 8 .5 39 6 
16 . Underwei ht 96 16 11 17. 5 26 18 28 14 
17. eeding to k 0 11 Y voc tion 1 bi1ities 95 17 .5 37 9. 5 
18 . ting dvice on v h t to do fter 
f inishing my pro gr 95 17 . 5 12 14 30 15 30 12 
19. Trying to stop b d h bit 90 19 30 4 34 12.5 
20 0 eing fr id of m kin mi st s 86 21.5 25 6 .5 33 15 
21. H ving no r egu1 r 86 21 . 5 25 18 ~ l-' 22 . ot kno~ing ho, to 86 21 . 5 37 905 
T bIll Continu d 
Item r oblem 
23. rorried about grades 
24 . Parents expecting t oo much of me 
25 . Troubl e v<Jith spelling or gramm r 
26 . Not being s strong s some other ki ds 
27 . fr i d of filing in school ark 
28 . Feeling shamed of somet hing I've done 
29 . Forget ting t hings 
30 . Often not hung~ for me l s 
31. nting more freedo t ho e 
32 . Gi r l friend 
33 . ~; t ing to be are 1 ike other pea Ie 
34. Not sm rt enough 
35 . ,Torri d "bout someone in the f ily 
36. somet imes at s han st s I should be 
All 
Stude ts 
o . R 
86 21.5 
37 . Restless to get out of school a d on job 
38. Trouble 1; i t h ri t etic 
39 . Too little s pe din money 
40 . C It t k pI i nly 
41. Not knm ~ing ho to look for job 
42 . Spe ding money foolishly 
43 . Thinking bout h ven nd hell 
44 . i ssing so eone ver y much 
45 . Afr id God i s going to punish me 
1 2 
No . R No. R 
11 17.5 28 16.5 
14 8.5 
II 17.5 
21 20 .5 
21 20.5 
24 19 
Year in school 
3 4 
o. o. R 
24 20 
27 15.5 
24 20 
24 20 
18 19 
22 10 
20 13 
20 13 
19 16.5 
18 19 
23 8.5 
26 5 
18 19 
No . = 23 for first y r; 55 for s cond; 50 for third; 51 for fourth; d 68 for fifth year. 
5 
No . 
33 15 
31 i8 
30 20 
42 6 
33 15 
32 17 
30 20 
30 20 
-
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Table 12 sho JS the individual items th t w re most frequently 
m rked by students according to age. 
There were nine items that were simi1 r in e ch of the eight 
ge groups, these items represented alI ost one-h lf of the 20 problems 
m rked in e ch ge group. The alike items were 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, $ , 
nd 11, 1though these items to not occupy the same r ank in ch ge 
group. 
Items m rked by the twelve ye r old nd not found in the other 
age groups included "often not hungry for my me ls, aad parents expect-
ing too much of me". The thirteen ye r old listed "never chosen s. 
leader, not being s strong a s some other kids, w nting to know ore 
about boys .. nd trouble with oral reports". The fourt een y r old 
listed "wa ting to be more like other people, trouble ith arithmetic, 
.and trouble with spelling d gr r". The fifteen ye r old list d 
"not knowing how to look for job, nd sometimes ot being shone st 
as I should belt. The sixteen year old listed "afr id of filing in 
school workll. The seventeen ye r old listed "b shful, d ting , ld 
restless to get on job". The eighteen ye r old had no problems that 
were not found in other ge groups. The over eighteen ye r old students 
listed Itw~nting to live in a different dormi to ry" s the only problem 
they h. d th. t was not found in other ge groups. 
Other than the t welve ye r old nd the eighteen ye r old, the 
higher rank numbers in e ch of the ge groups w re expressions of 
concern over money nd voc tions. T he twelve y r old r anked s his 
problems of most concern "wanting more ple si g personality, under-
weight, nd boy friend". The eighteen ye r old listed "le rning how to 
dance ll • 
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M y student s t ook ~dv e of the 0 ort ity to ex ress 
desire f or continued schooling 4.S me s of do i n so eth ' bout thei' 
ro bl s . In re sponse to the u s tion II aul d y u li e to send !J ore 
tim in school trying to do somet hing about so of our proble s" , 
A pe dix B) , 213 students, repres e ting about 86 e_ ce t of the tot 1 
swe red in th e fi tive . 110 s tudents , represe t i g about 44 er 
c nt of t t o t nswered, It yes " to t he question, " ould you like to 
t k to so eon e bout so e of our proble S"? In ddition t o t "yes ll 
mver , Q!ly of the students m nti0 1ed th perso s cilie 11 lJ/ it 
whom they would lik to t lk . They enti oned the su er into d t , t e 
c dam c de rtment he .d, te cher, advisor , instructi ol -1 ids , d 
ents . In r s onse to the question, "Wh t pro bl s "..r t 
mo s ? rite bout t wo or three of t hese if you Cel.r 
1 sted from 0 e probl m to a hi h of six proble o . 
t oll , 47 stud t s 
T e etj ori t y of 
these proble s wer e problems found in the check l ist , but ~t t ed in 
the stud n t s ' s t yl e of {r i tinge The fifteen ye r ol d student i hi 
fifth Y r of school who hoo. the hi h of six lis ted probl s , in 
ou 
ddit lo to st ting his probl em, el bor ted on e ch 0 e j ust litt e . 
He st ... ted "H ving to ask par nts for money. I do th t.., o et ille . " , d 
then "Needing to find part t' e job. 1 "\ ould lik t o b u own 
things , nd not ~sk my folks for money . u He sid , lie It I' ep my mind 
on m~ studies . 11m .... 'J~ys thinkin of somethin . n There wer e uch 
responses " by others , s "H ving overweight i s give e t r oub es . To 
f a t o pl ay, cant run to f s t."; I d01't like to sit "Hit t. e irls . 
Like to 3i t 'J ith the boys ."; "Being te sed ."; II t to ....., ork ~i t h my 
folk s d famil y . II ; 1l1lly p rents re so etime mrk i Lg to h~d at home o 
I ' m l w ys t hinking of such thin s ."; "All I t i s ore educ tio • 
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Thank you."; md r esponse th t few g ve, but one not count ed ong 
the 47, "I don't have any trouble t 11.11 
T 1 12 . ost t oublesome probl e s of 247 m I e students in the s ci 1 ro r de art e t , ccord· g 10 
e . 
II 
Students 12 13 15 
Ite Probl e No. R o . R No . . R o • R No . 
1. .' '1 tin to e rn so e of y o ln money 202 1 22 5 20 4 27 1 79 2. 'fa tin to buy ore of yomt in s 179 2 18 15 .5 19 7. 5 26 2 62 
3. Needing to fi nd rt-t · e job 0) 171 3 18 15 . 5 20 4 18 6 . 5 65 
4. Needing . job duril g v c tio 163 4 22 5 14 15 . 5 21 3 . 5 59 + 5. tin t o mo ore bout tr des 152 5 22 5 20 4 18 6. 5 56 ,) 
6. Too f ew ice cl othes 145 6 20 8 . 5 21 1 21 3 . 5 54 
7. Needin to no ore a out occu tions 144 7 20 . 5 16 12 19 5 53 
• L rin how to d ce 141 8 19 l2 15 14 15 15 47 
9 . Decidin wh t vocatio to choose 140 9 20 8. 5 18 9 17 .5 48 
10 . / nting a ore pl e si g~ person lity lZ7 10 28 1 19 7 . 5 16 11 . 5 38 
11 . Keepi n ys If e t d 100ki ice l22 11 19 12 20 4 16 11 . 5 39 10 . 5 12. ~ ting to kno 1 ore bout colle e l20 l2 18 15 . 5 17 10 17 8 . 5 37 14 13 . eedin to d cide on n occup tien 113 13 16 20 l2 19 . 5 16 11. 5 39 10. 5 
14. .1 ~ting mor e freedom ~ t school 101 14 20 8 . 5 34 I? 
15. Boy f riend 97 15 23 2. 5 20 4 16 11 . 5 
16. Underweight 96 16 23 2 . 5 13 17 .5 
17 . eeding to kno my voc tion bilities 95 17 . 5 38 1~ . 5 
1 • ting vice on ~h t t o do after 
f inishing my pro gr m 95 17 . 5 16 20 16 12 
19 . Trying to s to b d h bit 90 19 15 15 34 1 , 20 . eing afr id of q i g mi st es 86 21.5 33 19 
21 . Having no r egul r 110 ~ nce 86 21 . 5 12 19. 5 34 1 \.Tl 0--22 . ot kno ~ing ho\ t.o m e d te 86 2 . 5 36 15 
T ble 12 Continued 
All 
Students 12 13 15 Item Problem No. R No. R No. R o. R No . 
23. lTorried about gr des 86 21.5 32 20 24. Often not hungry for me Is 19 12 
25. P rents xpecting too much of me 17 18 
26. 'orried bout someone in the f ily 16 20 12 19 27. Forgetting t hings 18 15.5 12 19.5 
28. Never chosen s ~ le der 16 12 
29. ot being s strong a s some other kids 14 15.5 
30. Having l ess money than my friends 12 19.5 18 19 
31. want in to know more about boys 12 19.5 
32. Trouble ith oral r eports l2 19.5 
33 . r ting to be ore like other p op1e 15 15 
34. Trouble with ithmetic 12 19 
35 . Trouble with selling or gr ar 12 19 
36. ot sm rt enough 13 17 . 5 19 16 0 5 37. Not knowing how to look f or job 20 14 3 • sometimes not being .s ho est s I should be 18 19 
39 . fr .id of f ilin in school work 
40 . Trouble ith my y s 
41. Bashful 
42 . D ting 
43 . Restless to get out of school 
44. ting to live in different 
...." Jo. 34 for fourteen; 87 for fift en. -.J 
.• <It 
Table 12 Continued 
All 
Students 1 17 Over 
Item Problem No. R No. R No. R No. R No . R 
1. ~anting to e rn some of my own money 202 1 37 2 10 2.5 4 3.5 3 4 
2. T ting to buy more of my own things 179 2 38 1 9 6 4 3.5 3 4 
3. Needing to find .. part-time job now 171 3 35 3 9 6 4 3.5 2 12.5 
4. Needing a job during v cation 163 4 31 4 10 2.5 3 10 3 4 
5. anting to know more ~bout trades 152 5 30 5 10 2.5 3 10 3 4 
6. Too few nice clothes 145 6 22 10.5 2 12.5 
7. Needing to know more bout occup tions 144 7 2l 12 9 6 3 10 3 4 
8 . Le rning how to d ce 141 8 29 6 10 2.5 5 1 
9. Deciding ~h t vocation to choose 140 9 28 7 6 13.5 2 12.5 
10. ,Iranting a mo re pl easing person 1ity 127 10 8 8 .5 2 12.5 
11. Keeping myself ne t and looking nice 122 11 8 8 .5 3 10 2 12 .5 
12. nting to know ore about college 120 12 20 14 7 10.5 2 12.5 
13. Needing to decide on an occup; tion 113 13 18 19 7 10.5 3 10 2 12 . 5 
14. -rant ing more freedom t school 101 14 
15. Boy friend 97 15 
16. Under weight 96 16 6 13.5 
17. eeding to know my voc tion21 bi1iti es 95 17.5 20 14 3 4 
8. ~ ting advice on wh t to do aft er 
finishing my progr 95 17.5 2 12.5 
19. Trying to stop b d h bit 90 19 25 8 
1205
1 
20 . eing fr i d of m (ing mi st kes 86 21.5 24 9 2 
21. 6 21.5 
22 . te 86 21.5 22 10 .5 Vi 23 . 86 21.5 19 16 . 5 4 3 05 ()) 
Table 12 continued 
Item Problem 
24. Often not hung~ for me ls 
25. ar nts expecting too much of me 
26. .' orried ( bout someone in the family 
27. Forgetting thin s 
28 . Never chosen s ~ leader 
29. Not being s strong s some other kids 
30. Having less money than my friends 
31. nting to kno lore .bout boys 
32. Trouble with or 1 re arts 
33. J ting to be more like other peopl e 
34. Trouble with rithmetic 
35. Trouble with spelling or gr r 
36. at s ~rt e ough 
370 at no ing hov to look for j ob 
3g. So etimes not being ~s honest s I should 
39. fr id of f .iling in school Jork 
40 . Trouble 1; ith my eyes 
shful 
B shful 
JUI 
Stu cnts 
No. R 
41 . 
42. 
43. 
44. 
estless to get out of school d on job 
: ~ting to live in different donnitory J 
16 
No. R 
6 13.5 
6 13.5 3 
3 
3 
3 
17 
o. 
10 
10 
10 
10 
Age in years 
18 
RNa. 
. No . - 42 for slXteen; 17 for ~eventeen; 7 for elghteen; nd 3 for over elghteen. 
Over 
R o . R 
2 
3 4 
60 
DISCUSSION 
The results obtained in the rea "money, worknd future" were 
somewhat different from what had been anticip ted. It was felt th t 
this re would be a problem to so 8 , but not a univ rs I problem to 
11, th t perhaps it would be ore of a pro blem for the old r student 
th it would be for the younger student. To th yow er stud t this 
re m y h ve been one of his main co cerns bee use of th t yp of 
program th t w s c .rried on by the sp cial progr d rtm t. The 
progr w s dosiBned for the over ge student who u on co l etio of is 
progr would be equipped, through c de ic nd vocatio ~l tr .i I to 
tC\ke his pl~ce in society and with the skills he h.. cquir d" b 
s If-supporting,, constructive citizen of the CO! ity in which h lives. 
In ord r to ccomplish these goals the student w s e os d f ro th 
very beginning to teaching th t I.:.i m d toward vocu.tio 1 choice ~nd 
voc tion I tr ining. The boys were contD1u lly encour ged to do their 
best in whatever they did , with a reminder th t t heir best efforts t 
th t t ime ould help them to do their best in t heir voc tior s 1 t er . 
P rt of m~y cl ss excursions w s to see peopl e ~Or (D1g in the v rious 
voc n.tions they had chosen. Specific mer tion of vocations .... 1 soft n used 
to encour ge boy or group of boys to do better. The t elve ye~.r old 
did not 0 to prevocation 1 shop cl ss, but I s re th t this pro r 
existed, nd th t it was a means to prep re for voc tional choice in 
l at er ye rs. The fifth yea r student had been exposed to this type of 
program for five ye ars, and it was felt that s the time ppro ched for 
him to make a voc ation 1 choice, he bec e f ore nd ore concerned, s 
does very-one who ust fin lly ke a e of t he ore im ort t decisi ons 
in life. The older student, reg r dl ss of y urs in s chool, s a ture 
enough to want vocation even before coming to school, nd it was f elt 
that he came to school with primarily one im in ind , d th t was t o 
better prep re himself for the futur through voc tional t r ini ng . 
The students' concern over rna ey ori8in~t ed from long period 
of denial. Their home had been one where when necessitie s wer e provided 
for in the form of shelter , subsistence diet, nd r ough clothes , t here 
w s little left for "nice" things . At school he h d ver y lit t l money 
of his own, nd he remembered the circumst nces of his p r ent s . Also t 
school he h~d been exposed to th any thin s t h t a ey will buy , d 
i t i s f elt tha t his concern over money w' s to s .tisfy pr ese t need , 
and in some inst- ces desire to help r ents at home . Very l ikely 
the school should tte pt to furnish the stud t , ith bet t er under-
st ding of money and the role it should pl ay in his life o It i s good 
t o h ve money, but it is not 11 import t . The ecessi t i e s fo r a 
healthy, h ppy life were furnished the stude t s , nd m~ny of t hem h d 
sam spending money they had received from hom or from p rt time jobs 
during the school ye r. They were t ught to s ve nd bud et t heir oney 
so a little would be vailable over a long period of t ime . It i s a 
he Ithy ttitude to w~nt something better, 1d oney was a means of 
obt ining those things tha t vere not furnished by t he s chool, or the 
Nava jo Tribal Council, items tha t were not necess ry, but wer e desir bl e . 
The stUdents' desire for nice clothes reflected upon the 
experiences he had t school. He had been given the oppor t unity to 
p rticipate in such f unctions s ssemblies, dancD1g, pa rties , rel igious 
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activities, town and field trips. He h d l earned th t "1evis ll were not 
the proper dress for all occasions, . d thut he w s xpected to dr ss 
according to the function he was ttending . Often this cre t ed 
problem for him, because he did not h ve the type of clothes he knew 
w s desirable. Early in the program the Navajo Tribal Council h d 
accepted the responsibility of seeing th tech of t heir boys h d what 
w s felt to be the necess~ry amount of clo thin to t e him through the 
school y r. 
Perhaps the school could have helped th se boys solve some of 
their money probl ms by giving them Bsist nce durin th s r. Th r 
were 194 boys in the epcial program dep rt ent who were fourt en ye rs 
of ge o~ older. Perh ps these boys could h v b en pl c d i non-
haz rdous jobs during these months. any of them ier st bl e ough to 
ccept a jOb" nd would have been h -ppy for opportunity to work . 
In addition to the we lth of experience he would h ve obtained, the boy 
ould h ve returned to school ith mor th hough money to satisfy 
h~s needs during the school ye r. 
It was felt th t p rt of the students' concern over d 1cing 
could be found in a conflict between cultures . In t heir d ces t 
horne, it was the responsibility of the girl to go to the boy and co 
him to d nce, nd he was expected to be h rd to persu de, he was ot to 
be too eager, but was fin lly expected to conse t. This was the reverse 
of ~ t w s t ught at school. In their new culture the boy w s 
expected to go to the girl, sk her to dance nd r ceive immedi te 
swer. Holding hands was the accepted form of dancing in their own 
culture, however , they did not dance lith relatives since cl n embers 
were expected to refr in from person 1 cont ct at 11 t imes . Contrast 
this to their new environment; now they were in a situ tion where the 
young man took a young l ady by the h d, nd put his rm round her 
wist, there w s no question s to the st tus of the yonng I dy as a 
cl n member, but on the contra.ry he w~ s now encour ged to d ce with all 
the girls, even when a girl might have been a r el tive. This could h ve 
been a problem for the younger students, or a problem of the older 
student who was in his first or second year of s chool. It was felt 
that the boys who had been at school for four nd five ye ars h d ccepted 
this new way of dancing, enjoyed it, and had a desire to Ie rn to d ce 
well. The younger student h d the opportunity of receivi g little 
instruction through the hobby club program nd could pr ctice th t 
which he had been taught, but the fourth nd fifth ye r stud nt had to 
rely upon a trial and error ethod t the school d nces. 
It was felt th ' t many had accepted the ide of dating t the 
dances, and not knowing just how to m ke d te became one of their 
specific problems. In this same rea of "boy nd girl rel tions," their 
expressions of wanting. ore pleasing personality d co ncern over 
keeping themselves neat nd looking nice, d desire for nice clothes 
was felt to be a desire for group pproval, especi lly with the opposite 
sex, while a ttboy friend" problem would seem to h ve been a problem of 
peer cceptance. However, at home his contact rith others w s prD1ci-
p lly with members of his own family, which would prob~bly have 
i cluded brothers, sisters , 
th t he ~ orked d pI yed. 
nd cousins. It w s within t i s s 11 
~Jhen he s introdu ced to school, he fa 
roup 
d 
he was .perhnps one of fifteen boys in u cl s sroom nd one of sixt y-five 
or seventy boys in ~ dormitory. It i S f elt th t t hi s co uld h ve 
cre ted need for special friend, one he could be vith ~nd de end 
upon, d his :inexperience in making friends r y h v bee} 0 e of the 
re sons for "boy friend" pr oblem. 
It w s felt th t being afr .i d of 11 in i st es reflected u 0 
his os ition in the transitio 1 re n. bet wee the n w. He 
w s now convinced th t he should do so thin, f elt t .t he ou h 
bout the situ tion to ive it try, but s till 1 ck d co fide ce ; e 
WG; s L1.fr id th!1 t error would r efl ect u 
the problem IItryin to sto b d h bit" i t 
p r so lly. Co cer . 
s f I t th"t here he ~ ~ s 
beginnin to VI ~en d to re ,lize th t self co trol w s e cess~, 
d de sir ble, od th t he h d mntured enou h to t to do so thil 
bout this h bit. Thi s is . h lthy attitude , 
upon the type of te .chin he r peived. 
d reflected f avor bly 
It W s f elt th t he h d a desire for ore fre do t school , 
bec us e in . school the size these boys t t c ded, rule s ust be fol101 
d cart i l imit tions pI ced u on their f ree om . Ther were .y 
"' ctivities for the boys , etnd t· , s reserved for visiti the 
students, but there ~ere cert il re s th t 'were "out of bounds" I d 
restrictions were 1 ced upon t heir freedom to le ave the c pus. They 
were expected to dhere to t· e schedule, Cl d t hey were xpected to 
keep design ted persons informed ~s to their where bouts ~t 11 times . 
It W s felt th .t the over eighteen ye r old student ' s des ire 
to be in ~ different dormitory .ro se from the f ct that the jorit y of 
the older boys at Intermount in School ere "ttendin school II other 
dep rtment d lived in a different dormitory, ~ nd he prob bly h d a 
desire to join this group of older boys. 
d 
He seemed to feel thut bei g underwei h t was proble 0 I t as 
felt th .. t perhaps rna y of the student s re;Qized they were under nouri shed 
and th t it w s desirable , through e ting the proper food, to build the 
body until it w s strong nd he lthy. s ill be rec alled, st t e e 1 t 
was m de earlier to the effect th t 11.9 pounds was the ver ge g in 
of the students in the speci:ti program dep rtment for the s chool ye r 
1958-1959, 'nd many of these boys who h d returned to s chool h d 
experienced this weight gain in p st ye .rs. At the time the check list 
was given, the students h d been in school pproxim t ely t wo months; 
they had not at th t time been there long enou h for the ef fects of 
good diet to become pp . r e t to them. Whether or not this e item 
would ppe r if the check list w s iven t the end of the s chool year 
is deb t ble. 
It was ex ected th t many more problems would ppe in the 
rea "home nd f amily" than did ppe r . The l ack of these it s spe !"1 ks 
well for the djustment of the student to school nd for the school 
program, e~peciaLly the progr am s w s carried on by the dvisor.y st ff 
who had to m e horne for the se students, ~ nd ssume the r esponsibi lity 
in the care nd guid nce of the stude ts a ft er s chool nd on t hose d ys 
when school w~ s not in session . 
The students aver age of 39.2 problems w~s co sider ed to be 
rather high '1J hen compar ed to junior hi gh school stude t s ver ge of 
23 problems, ccording to study by Mooney (13, p. 219). It was f elt 
th t the special progr am. students were higher, bec use of the ch e 
they were making from one culture to another. 
The bsence of a p ttern between the stud ts ye r s in s chool 
and the number of problems marked, d the bsence of a p ttern bet een 
the students ges and the number of probl ems m rked was not expected . 
It wC. s expected th t the student problems would decre se or i cre s 
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he ro res sed through school, or a s he bec e older . The high 
verage number of problams the t elve ye r old seemed to h ve w s felt 
to be due to the many new experiences he encountered in his r ew 
nVJ..ronm t durillg his first two months w y from home . 
There s simil rity d differe ce betw en th r nked problem 
r s of the speci 1 program student nnd the r nked proble 
the junior high school student as found by oon y nd reported by 
Jones (5). There s f air greement between money nd t he ir futu re ; 
it w s r;).nked first by L1.termou t in students 
high school students . Both cl ssified "home 
d SGCO d by th junior 
d f .ily" s t heir I e at 
conc rn 
her r 
h th 
1 to b 
r d it 
d they ~ ere f~irly close with their cl ssific tion of thr e 
• They differ d ore on their c s sif' c tio of II c ool" 
did in ny oth r r • T j ior h chool tud f It 
hi r 0 robl , t t 
his fourth r of concer • It d th t " scI 001" 
n ore of co c ern to th m th , ut otu onto 
h ving ind ic ted it to b of less r co c r t . tici ted , d t 
h number of stude ts ( 86 orcent) ho indic t d they ould 
1ik 0 end more time in s chool tryine to do ro et bout 0 of 
hoir probl ms, indicat ed th t they h d cce t ed the ro r~ they 1cre 
in d h d desire for co tinued linprovc e t. 
This study indic ted the boys h d Ol. de s ire to t . lk to so eo e 
concerning their p roblems . It is felt th~t often oy h d et desire 
to t lthough he m y ot ve h d rticul r ro bl me\' i s cd to 
d·scuss . The uthor 1, S :l re of the desire of t e '"'dvisor to the oys 
in the s eci program de rt ent erso ly seeil g ~ d t lking 
f or ly "lith e ch of is boys sever It· e s durin the school ye~.r , 
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this in ddition to t e m y infor 1 eetil s h h" v it them, but it 
s felt th t bee use of th um er of boys he h d u der his °r eetio 
he could ot oss i ly ve iven e eh boy the '"' to .e they "/oul 
like to h ve • They r eiated the time he sp nt ~ith t he s 
indie t d by t 1 umber th t specific 11y 1 entio cd h ' SO" ith 
hom they like to t • 
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SUMMARY AND CO CLUSIONS 
A modified version of the ooney Problem Check List w s given 
to 247 m Ie Nav jo students in the Special Program Department of Inter-
mountain school. 
The aver ge number of problems rked by these students was high 
when camp red to theverage number of proble s rked by the junior 
high school students in a study by ooney. The difference in the results 
of the two studies w s ttribut d to the f ct th t the students in 
1 ooney' s study were in t heir home environment, whe reas the student s in 
this study we re way from home in a residence school situ tion, d in 
a tr sitional period between the old nd the new . T ey w r e ttempting 
to give up many of the tr ditional w ys of their home culture for 
new concept in living. 
The speci progr d p rtment students i ndic t d they h d 
pproxim tely 67 percent lore roblems th n the junior high school 
student. 
Their number one pro blem area w s "0 y , 10 rk nd future." 
This was the second roblem re for the junior high school student. 
Their second 1"e .. of concern w s Ifboy nd irl rel' tions." 
This was the third re of co cern for the junior hi h school stu e t. 
Their t hird area of cor c ern w s "self-co cerns." This 'IN s the 
fifth re of concern for the junior hi gh school students . 
Their fourth rea of co cern w s " school. II Thi s w s the first 
re of co cern for the j ill ior hi gh s chool s t ude t. 
Their fifth re of concern w s "rel tions to p ople in gener 1 " • 
This w s the fifth reQ of co cern for the junior hi h school stud nt . 
Their sixth re ~ of concern was "he lth "' nd physic 1 develop-
ment ." This WQ S the fifth rea of co cern for the junior hi gh school 
student . 
The ir seve th are of co cern w s "ho e Ql d f roily ." This w s 
the seventh re of co cern for the junior hi h school stude t. 
There was no rel tio nship b t eon the ber of ye rs stud~nt 
h d been in school d the number of problems he felt he h d . 
There was no rel l:O tio 1ship betwee a student's age nd the I umb r 
of problems he felt he h d . 
Eighty-six po rc nt of tho tot 1 n ber of stude 1tS in this study 
i ndic ted they would like to se d .or ti 0 in s chool tryir to do 
something .bout some of their probl ms . 
RECOMMEND TIONS 
Recommendations for Improving the Program 
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In order to help the students with some of their mo ~ t trouble-
some problems, as indicated by this study, it is recommended 
1. That the school . help the student to see money in its proper 
perspective by the addition of appropriate go Is in this re • • 
2. That the possibility and desir .bility of enl rging the pre-
vocational pl cement services be investigated. It is reco ended th t 
the number of members from the teaching staff that re det iled s ids 
to the placement officer each swnmer be increased in order to h ndle 
iU1 enlarged program. 
3. That the Navajo Tribal Council seriously consider the 
possibility of including in future clothing allotments , one pair of 
dress slacks d one or two dress shirts, one of which should be hite, 
for every boy who does not . lre dy possess such items . 
4. That the goals used to give e ch stude t ~ understanding 
of the progr;un he is in, its aims nd the ultim te go al of the progr am, 
be strengthened to insure that every child does know, nd understands 
his future at ~termountain, and what he can expect upon completion of 
his program. Beginning with his first y ear in school he should be made 
J re of the voc~.tions th t re Ill.vailable , nd it is suggested th t this 
be done through visits to the vocctional shops, where he c~ see for 
himself what the boys who are nearing the compl tion of their program 
re doing in their voc tions. System tic visits should continue e ch 
ye r throughout his progr~, under the scpervision, t different t ime s, 
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of both his prevocational shop te~cher d his cl ssroom te cher. It 
is recommended th t go Is be ll1cluded e rly in his schooling to I e 
him are of the f ct th t he will ot be entirely on his own Hhen 
ttempting to determine his vocational c p bilities. 
5. Th t the possibility of i ncludll1g d ncing instruction s 
p rt of their evening recre ational pro r be consider ed . 
6. That the advisor cOl tinue to see nd t lk f orm ly with his 
boys under the pI nned progr he now h s . 
7. Th t dditional advisor be p oll1ted to s ' il~ r 
position within the Special Program Dep rtment. This ~ould give each 
dvisor the responsibility of pproxim:')tely 125 students loc'ted in two 
dormitories, ns comp red to the present responsibility of over 250 
students in four dormitories . 
S. Th t the youn er student not be for otten when thinkin of 
students ~1d their problems. He h s indie ~ted th t he h s m yore 
prabl rnG th n the older boys , nd to him t hey r e serious . 
Recommend tions for Further Study 
1. A simil~r study of the voe tio 1 m.l e student in the 
voc tion 1 high dep rtment mi ght be of some v"l • It v'ould e in-
t eresting to see if the s e r esults ~re obt~ine in t he voe ~ tion 
ye rs s were obt ~li1ed in t his study. 
2. A compnr tive study could be de i the voe .tio "1 i 
dep rtment bet 7een their r voe .tional stude ts ~ d t cir vO C ~ tiOl 
students. This study could be I II ited to either the I e stude t or 
the fem. I e student . 
3. s' il. r 0 tu . 7 C ul be ITh.1.de of t e f e . . I e stu t lith ' 
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one of the de rtment s . 
4. A co p Etr ative s tudy could be ade bet ween the oYS d irls 
"\ ithin one of the depnrt lent s . 
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This manual is for the three educational forms - ] 
C, H, and J. There is a separate manual for the 
Adult form. 
PURPOSES OF THE PROBLEM CHECK LISTS 1 
Modern educational practice is based on the philosophy 
that the school is concerned with the "whole person." 
This idea has led to changes both in the curriculum and 
in the varieties of personnel services which a school or 
college provides its students. At the center of this em-
phasis on the mental hygiene and pupil personnel points 
of view is the idea that to understand students better 
the school should employ methods of systematically dis-
covering what problems are bothering them. Knowing 
these problems-those of each individual and those char-
acteristic of the group itself-the school can mobilize its 
counseling services and adapt its curricular offerings to 
meet these needs. The Problem Check Lists can con-
tribute to this process of fact-finding which undergirds 
intelligent plans for action. 
Mooney's Problem Check Lists were developed during 
the early 1940's to help students express their personal 
problems. The procedure is simple. Students read 
through the appropriate Problem Check List-Junior 
High School, High School or College form-underline 
the problems which are of concern to them, circle the 
ones of most concern, and write a summary in their own 
words. 
There is nothing mysterious about the check-list 
method of observing student problems. A competent 
counselor can elicit an expression of a counselee's prob-
lems over a period of interviews. Observant teachers 
and principals infer .problems from the run-of-the-day 
behavior of the student and from his conversations on 
ordinary matters. By means of the Problem Check List 
both of these slower methods of analyzing the student's 
problems can be accelerated, and previously overlooked 
areas needing attention can be brought to light. 
The Problem Check List is not a test. It does not 
measure the scope or intensity of stude.nt problems in 
such a way as to yield a test score. There is a temptation 
to treat the number of items checked as a score, but such 
counts must be regarded only as a "census count" of 
each student's problems-limited by his awareness of his 
problems and his willingness to reveal them. The sec-
tions on interpretation and on research methods will 
outline the proper uses of these counts. 
The usefulness of the Problem Check List approach 
lies in its economy for appraising the major concerns of 
a group and for bringing into the open the problems of 
each student in the group. The reasons for which the 
1 Acknowledgment is due Dr. Mary Alice Price, Research 
Associate, Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio State Univer-
sity, for extensive work in the preparation of the manuals puh-
lisped in 1948, from which much of the material in the present 
manual is taken. 
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Problem Check List is administered fall into five broad 
classes. 
I. To facilitate counseling interviews 
1. To prepare students for an interview by giving 
them an opportunity to review and summarize their 
own problems and to see the full range of personal 
matters they might discuss with their counselor or 
teachers. 
2. To save time for the interviewer by providing him 
with a quick review of the variety of problems which 
are the expressed concern of the student. 
II. To make group surveys leading to plans for in-
dividualized action 
1. To find out what problems young people are con-
cerned with in their personal lives. 
2. To help locate students who want and need coun-
seling or other personal help with problems relating 
to health, school, home, social relationships, per-
~ sonality, or other personal problems. 
3. To help locate the most prevalent problems ex-
pressed within a student body as a basis for new 
developments and revisions in the curricular, extra-
curricular, and guidance programs of a school. 
III. As a basis for homeroom, group guidance and 
orientation programs 
i. To stimulate each student to quicker recognition 
and analysis of his needs. 
2. To indicate discussion topics and group activities 
which are related to the personal interests and 
needs of the students in any given group. 
IV. To increase teacher understanding in regular class-
room teaching 
1. To suggest approaches by which a teacher can 
establish a more personalized relationship with each 
of his students. 
2. To enable special analysis of students who are 
hard to "reach" or understand. 
V. To conduct research on the problems of youth 
1. To show changes and differences in problems in 
relation to age, sex, social background, school ability, 
interest patterns, and the like. 
2. To discover clusters of associated problems. 
3. To measure changes brought about by a planned 
problem-reduction program. 
DESIGN OF THE PROBLeM CHECK LISTS 
Each of the three forms in the educational series is 
printed on a six-page folder in a way that provides for 
ease of marking by the student and ease of summarizing 
by the counselor or research analyst. The present format 
has proved itself practical with hundreds of thousands 
of cases. 
When the student ' is through checking the items, the 
summarizing process results in a count of checks made 
in the following problem areas. 
COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL FORMs 2 
330 items, 30 in each area 
I. Health and Physical Development (HPD) 
II. Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment 
(FLE) 
III. Social and Recreational Activities (SRA ) 
IV. Social-Psychological Relations (SPR) 
V. Personal-Psychological Relations (PPR) 
VI. Courtship, Sex, and Marriage (CSM) 
VII. Home and Family (HF) 
VIII. Morals and Religion (MR) 
IX. Adjustment to College (School) Work (ACW ) 
(ASW) 
X. The Future: Vocational and Educational 
(FVE) 
XI. Curriculum and Teaching Procedure (CTP) 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL FORM 
210 items, 30 in each area 
I. Health and Physical Development (HPD) 
II. School (S) 
I II. Home and Family (HF) 
IV. Money, Work, the Future (MWF) 
V. Boy and Girl Relations (BG) 
VI. Relations to People in General (PG) 
VII. Self-centered Concerns (SC) 
THE 1-950 EDITION S 
The 1950 revisions of the three forms have resulted 
from a series of studies and analyses made over a decade. 
A technical and historical review of the development of 
the several editions appears later in this manual. 
The earlier editions of each form were printed and 
distributed for several years by the Ohio State University 
Press. When The Psychological Corporation undertook 
the publication, the authors were ready to make changes 
in some of the items of the various forms, none of which 
alter the character or substance of the forms in any 
important way. The present editions, however, are de-
2 The order in which the areas are listed is that used on the 
College form. The order differs somewhat on the High School 
form, though the areas are the same. 
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scribed as the" 1950 Revisions" to distinguish them from 
their immediate predecessors. lI 
CRITERIA FOR CLASSIFYING ITEMS INTO AREAS 
While developing and selecting ite~s for the various 
editions of the forms, categories for the items were also 
developed. The criteria for the classification schemes 
were that the categories should: 
1. Cover the range of problems collected; 
2. Allow for a relatively equal number of problems in 
each area; 
3. Be few enough in number for convenience in sum-
marization; 
4. Be pragmatic in pointing the data as much as pos-
sible in directions which would suggest programs of 
action related to the kinds of services which tend to 
be available in schools (see sections on interpretation) ; 
5. Present a homogeneity of problem content that 
would facilitate meaningful interpretation by the 
counselor or teacher. 
In each of the eleven categories in the current Col-
lege and High School fonns and the seven categories in 
the Junior High School fonn, 30 items are listed. After 
experimentation on the trial forms, 30 seemed the num-
ber best suited to cover the range of problems in each 
area without stretching some areas too far and com-
pressing others too much. Although some items are 
apparently related to two or more classifications, each 
of these is listed only under the one area to which it 
has been found to be most relevant. 
3 Users of earlier editions will find no difficulty in changing 
to the current forms as far as counseling students is concerned. 
If a school has been keeping a count of checked problems for 
local research purposes, the research analyst should observe 
that (1) several items have had minor changes in wording, 
(2) several items have been replaced, and (3) the order of 
some items has been changed. 
In undertaking the present revision, the goal was to increase 
the utility of the instrument, to increase its reliability, and to 
attain a greater homogeneity within areas. This was based on 
the analysis of thousands of check lists filled in by young people 
in schools in many parts of the country. Published studies are 
listed in the Bibliography. Item counts were used tp eliminate 
those problems which were of little concern to most young 
people, unless such items were diagnostic of particularly serious 
problems. For the College form, the test-retest method was 
used to determine the stability of the items. I terns which were 
unstable were eliminated. A cluster analysis of the items led to 
the reallocation of some items to other areas, resulting in a 
greater homogeneity within areas and greater independence 
between areas. Finally, new items were obtained and rewording 
was suggested by the write-in statements on the back of the 
check lists. New items were obtained for the College fonn 
through the administration of a preliminary edition of the Adult 
form (9) to a college population. I terns were moved from one 
educational form to another when studies of age trends with 
respect to particular items recommended such a change. In 
summary, the 1950 revisions are the result of extensive research 
based on large surveys, coupled with expert judgment and long 
experience with these instruments. 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROBLEM CHECK LISTS 
GENERAL 
The Problem Check Lists are self-administ ring. All 
the directions needed arc on the cover page. College 
students sometimes mark the lists outside of class. Junior 
high school and high school tudents usually mark them 
during a class period. When the Ii ts are marked in 
class, it is onvenicnt to read the directions out loud 
while the group listens. After work begins, it is well to 
have supervision to protect each student from interf r-
ence by others. In supervising the group, however, the 
teacher should take care not to give the impre sion to 
the students that he may be urious about the problems 
they are marking. Th students are making a personal 
report and will do best und r conditions in which their 
private relationship to the task is carefully respected. 
TIME 
Experience indicates that about two-thirds of a group 
will finish the hecking in 35 minutes and practically aq 
of the group in 50 minutes. Individuals who are much 
slower should be given an opportunity to complete th 
check list; these persons might be just the ones mo t 
deeply involved in their problems. 
ANONYMITY 
For many survey and research purposes, it may be 
desirable to secure responses without requiring the stu-
dent to r veal his identity. Class, age, sex, or other edu-
cational and social variables oft n are all that are 
needed. Where clerks and teachers, in general, are to 
count the problems, such anonymity may be gr atly 
desired and in thes instances the students should be . 0 
informed at the time the purpose of the study 
explained to them. 
If the student is filling out the Problem Check List 
for a particular counselor (dean, teacher, principal, or 
other adviser) , he will, of course, need to provide his 
identity. This causes no difficulty in situations where 
rapport is su h that the student trusts the promise of 
confidential treatment of his problems. 
An intermediate situation arises in which the whole 
student group is to be studied for surveyor research pur-
poses and tho e persons whose "problem-levels" are high 
are to be screened out for prompt counseling. It is sug-
ge ted that th counseling office prepare a set of cards 
bearing code numbers beginning with, say, 1001. A card 
is passed out with each check list. The student writes 
his name on the card and his number on the check list. 
The students should be told that only the counseling 
office will have access to the code, and that teachers 
and clerks who "score" the papers will not know the 
identity of any paper. 4 
COUNTING PROBLEMS 
The checked problems are summarized very easily 
because of the format of the check lists and the arrange-
ment of items. Open the sheet so the three enter pages 
are visible. The six blocks of five items each across the 
top are the items for the first problem area which is 
coded in the box at the right-hand edge of page 4. 
Count the circled items and enter the number in the 
box. Then count the items which are only underlined~ 
add thi count to the number circled, and enter the 
sum in the total box. (In the Junior High School form 
items are only underlined.) Do this for each of the 
problem areas, i.e., for each set of six blocks of five items 
each. Then total the counts for all the areas and record 
at the bottom. If desired, these values can be trans-
ferred to the spaces on the front cover. 
4 As a matter of fact, it is probably highly desirable to provide 
for anonymity, or a semblance of it, wherever possible in group 
situations. In a recent study (7) with the Problem Check List , 
Fischer indicated that "the use of signatures on personal ques-
tionnaires (particularly in the case of highly personal items or 
serious problems)" appears to have "a relative inhibitory effect 
on the honesty and frankness of the people responding to them." 
The same results were found by Gordon in an unpublished 
study. 
COUNSELING WITH THE PROBLEM CHECK LISTS 
When using the Problem Check List to understand an 
individual case, the aim is to analyze the student's prob-
lems in relation to his total life situation and to develop 
some plan of action, where necessary, for the guidance 
of the individual or for the improvement of his situation. 
The significance of the items which the student marks 
on the check list becomes apparent only when they are 
considered in relation to the whole case record of the 
student. The process of interPretation is similar to that 
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required in the use of data from a free interview or free 
writing. 
At all times the counselor must keep in mind that the 
Problem Check List is not a test. It does not yield scores 
on traits or permit any direct statements about the 
adjustment status of the person who made the responses 
(see below). Rather, the Problem Check List is a form 
of simple communication between the counselee and 
counselor designed to accelerate the process of under-
standing the student and his real problems. 
Ordinarily, the counselor will want to study the coun-
.selee's responses prior to the counseling interview in 
which these problems may become the focus of the dis-
cussion. A useful procedure in preparing to interpret 
the Problem Check List data in relation to other avail-
able data is as follows. 
1. Examine the identifying data on the first page. 
2. On the three pages of problems count and record 
the number of items marked in each area and the total 
number of marked items. 
3. Note the areas having the greater concentration of 
problems marked, and those with the lesser. 
4. Examine the items marked, one area at a tim\.:, 
noting in particular the circled items. 
5. Read the answers to the summarizing questions to 
secure a better understanding of the student's attitudes 
and conception of himself. 
6. Examine the relationship between the summarizing 
statements and the items marked. 
7. Examine any additional data that may be available, 
such as age, grade, family background, academic 
record, aptitude and achievement test scores, extra-
curricular activities, interests, etc. 5 
8. Interrelate all this material and set up some hy-
pothesis as to the direction that the counseling situa-
tion may most profitably take. Formulate some 
tentative plans for helping the student to meet his 
difficulties more adequately. 
The use of the Problem Check List does not assume 
any single counseling technique. The data from the 
check lists are useful in counseling which must be short 
and necessarily limited, in counseling which is deeper 
and more therapeutic, and in counseling with directive 
or nondirective orientation. 
The Problem Check List facilitates understanding of 
the case by the counselor. Furthermore, the counselor 
has, in the problems marked, a "green light" for discus-
sion. He has a reasonable certainty that little resistance 
will be encountered in bringing up these problems in the 
counseling situation. 
F or the counselee, the process of "sorting out" his 
problems often may be immediately helpful to him in 
understanding himself. In fact, in the summarizing 
statements many students have spontaneously attested to 
the value of merely filling out the check list. Students 
characteristically remark-"Just seeing what my prob-
lems are, on paper, has been a big help," and "I have 
obtained a much better understanding of my problems 
through tilling out the check list." Equally oft~n, the 
students express relief in realizing how few problems 
they really have. 
5 A case in point here is to note the nature of the problems 
of students who are not in the usual school grade for their age. 
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When the Problem Check List is used as an aid in 
understanding the individual, or as a basis for counsel_ 
ing, a number of points should be kept in mind. 
1. The items marked by the individual should be con-
sidered as symbols of the experiences and situations 
which comprise his problem world. The items or prob-
lems checked should not be mistaken for the problem 
world itself. 
2. Two students may mark the same problem or an 
identical pattern of problems, and yet the problem 
world of the two would not be identical because the 
orientation of each is in terms of his unique experience. 
3. Some problems may be marked with only vague 
notions as to their specific meaning in concrete situa-
tions, while others may be marked with very clear 
reference to specifics. 
4. Problems marked are not of equal significance; one 
item may prove to be more indicative of a substantial 
blockage in the life of an individual than a dozen 
others which he may also have marked. 
5. The fact that a student has a problem is not in 
itself "bad." Whether a problem is to be taken as 
"bad" or "good" or "neutral" in an individual case 
depends on whether it signifies a point in progression 
toward growth or signifies a point of imbalance toward 
excessive frustration. The same item in one case may 
be "bad" and in another case "good." 
6. Students who cannot recognize their problems or 
who fear to express them may well be in a worse 
situation than those who are free in their recognition 
and expression. 
7. An outside observer may see that a given problem 
exists for a student, though the student himself may 
not recognize that such a problem exists for him. 
8. Students will check only those problems which they 
are willing to acknowledge under the specific circum-
stances in which the Problem Check List is given. If 
they are afraid the data will not be treated fairly, if 
they become confused by some extraneous circum-
stances at the time of administration, or if they gen-
erally misunderstand what they are to do with the 
check list or the purposes for which the data are to be 
used, they will limit their responses. 
In the light of such points, it is clearly necessary to 
evaluate the problems marked by the individual in tenns 
of his particular environmental and psychological situa-
tion and in terms of the particular circumstances under 
which the Problem Check List was given. Only then can 
interpretation result in a realistic appreciation of the in-
dividual's problem world and, subsequently, in guidance 
that is appropriate in concrete situations. Merely count-
ing problems is not enough for these purposes. 
THE SCREENING FUNCTION OF THE PROBLEM CHECK LISTS 
The number of problems checked is of value when the 
Problem Check List is used as a screening device to dis-
cover students for whom personal counseling seems 
desirable or necessary. Four cues are available for 
selecting students for counseling, depending on the pur-
poses of screening and the training and availability of 
counselors. Students may be located by these indications. 
1. By their responses to the last question. This ques-
tion asks whether they wish to confer with someone on 
the checked problems or any other problems. Students 
who say they want to talk to someone about their prob-
lems are logical choices for counseling, since they are 
presumably more ready to receive help. If they knO\ 
the particular person with whom they wi h to talk, 
opportunity can be afforded them to see this person. 
Otherwise, an assigned counselor can conduct the inter-
views, with the check list at hand as a good starting 
point for the consultation. 
2. By the number of problems marked on the check 
list. Students whose total number of problems is in the 
upper 25 per cent of the local distribution may be likely 
candidates for counseling. These students have shown 
themselves to be expressive about many problems and 
are likely to be appreciative of the opportunity for fur-
ther exploration through conferences. Gordon (9) 
found that a. direct relationship exists between the num-
ber of problems marked and the desire for counseling; 
all of those students in the upper 10 per cent in number 
of problems marked desired counseling and the large 
majority of those in the upper 25 per cent desired it. 
3. By the number of problems marked in a particular 
area. Students who mark unusually large numbers of 
problems in any particular area may also be helped by 
counseling, especially in situations where there are coun-
selors who are equipped to deal with the specific types 
of problems appearing in special areas. For example, 
students who lack motivation for academic work because 
they do not have a definite vo ational goal may be 
referred to the vocational counselor for information and 
for help in formulating more definite plans. 
4. By responses to particular items. Some items are 
clear-cut in their implication that aid may be given by 
the school or community to any student marking them. 
For example, a student who marks "needing to decide 
on an occupation" may, on this basis alone, be screened 
out for referral to a vocational counselor. Students 
marking "poor teeth" may be selected for initial referral 
to the school's dentist. Other items are similarly useful 
in selecting particular cases for referral to special serv-
ices which may be available. 
VALIDITY 
If the Problem Check Lists were personality tests de-
signed to predict definite patterns of behavior, the process 
of validation would be simply that of determining the 
extent to which the predicted behavior patterns corre-
sponded with actual behavior as judged by other criteria. 
The check lists, however, are not built as tests. They arc 
used for a variety of purposes and are so constructed 
that the obtained data must be considered in the light 
of many other factors. Several general uses for the 
check lists are suggested earlier in this manual, and for 
each of these the data must be studied in terms of par-
ticular people in specific situations. A single over-all 
index of the validity of the check lists would be there-
fore quite meaningless. 
Experience with the Problem Check Lists enables us, 
however, to evaluate certain aspects of their usefulness 
in terms of the assumptions on which they were built 
and the purposes for which they were intended. When 
the check lists were devised, it was a sumed that: 
1. The great majority of students would be responsive 
to the items; 
2. They would accept the task with a constructive 
attitude; 
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3. They would find that the check lists covered rea-
sonably well the range of personal problems with 
which they were concerned; 
4. School administrators, teachers and counselors 
would find the results usable; 
5. Research workers would find the check lists useful 
in various lines of inquiry. 
Certain studies concerning these assumptions are 
digested below. The annotated bibliography mentions 
other relevant studies. Although these studies were all 
based on the pre-1950 editions, they apply in general 
terms to the current forms. 
1. Responsiveness. Students check a wide range of 
number of items. For example, among 553 boys and 
girls who marked the High School form, the median 
number of items checked was 23; the fifth and ninety-
fifth percentile numbers were 3 and 72 problems. Among 
1,689 Michigan ninth graders using this same High 
School form (15), the mean number of items for the 
eleven separate problem areas ranged from 1.5 to 4.0 
items. The mean number of items checked on the entire 
list was about 25. In the 1950 revisions many of the items 
which drew relatively f w responses have been rewritten 
or replaced. 6 The power of an item to elicit respon e 
will naturally vary somewhat with communi tie . 
2. Constructive attitude. In the pre-1950 edition, 
there appeared questions of this kind: "Have you en-
joyed filling out the list?"; "Would you like to ha e 
more chances in school to write out, think about, and 
discuss matters of personal concern to you?"; "If you 
had the chance, would you like to talk to someone abou t 
some of the problems you have marked on the Ii t ?" 
For various groups, usually over 85 per cent of those 
responding have said "Yes" to the first question and 
over 70 per cent of those responding have said "Yes" to 
each of the last two questions. 7 These responses indi-
cate that if the opportunity is given to students to 
express their problems and to be helped with them, it 
would be constructively appreciated by the great 
majority. 
The second question invites the student to request 
counseling services. It is typical, in the various group. 
which have been analyzed, to find an affirmative answer 
from about half of the students. This indicates that if 
the opportunity were given to the students to expre~ s 
their problems and to be helped with them, it would be 
constructively appreciated by the majority of those who 
responded to this question. Those students who say "No" 
to the questions above give such reasons as: "I think 
my personal problems should be solved by me"; "I feel 
I should discuss these problems at home"; "I would not 
like to discuss personal matters except with certain teach-
ers"; "No-not unless there is something done about it. 
In my opinion there is nothing but a waste of paper if 
you put these things out and do nothing." These rea-
sons are not so much evidence of reaction against the 
check list, per se, as they are evidence that the students 
doubt the ability of the school staff to concern itself with 
the personal problems of students. This should provide 
a healthy caution. Mere use of the check lists is not 
enough - both intention and ability of the school staff to 
follow through are essential. 
3. Coverage of problems. One kind of eviden e IS 1Il 
terms of responses to the first summarizing question of 
6 In the Problem Check Lists, the drawing power of the items 
is a direct reflection of their personalized nature and the thresh-
old of response set by the instructions. The authors have 
found that the responsiveness to items could be incr ased con-
siderably by making the problems refer to conditions outside 
the immediate personal life of the individual. It was felt 
however, that the personalized frame of reference was th~ 
more significant and meaningful in coming to understand the 
individual. 
1 From 15 to 25 per cent of most groups overlook answering 
the que.st~ons at the close of th~ list. This may be due, in part, 
to unWIllingness to reply, but IS probably due primarily to the 
fact that their attention has been centered on the three pages 
of items and they have overlooked instructions to proceed to 
~h~ back page to. answer the ques.tions. In administering the list, 
It IS therefore wIse to call attention to the questions as the last 
step in completing the work. 
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the pre-1950 editions of the check lists: "Do you feel 
that the items you have marked on the list give a well-
rounded picture of your problems?" In an unpublished 
study of college students, 92 per cent of those who 
responded to the question felt that the items they had 
marked gave a fairly complete picture of their problems. 
This conclusion has been supported by the results of 
other studies at the college, high school and junior high 
school levels. 
Another approach is to ask whether the responses of 
selected groups, known by other criteria to have specific 
problems, show evidence that their problems are reflected 
by the check list data. For example, Stogdill and Den-
ton" compared a remedial study skills class with a 
mental hygiene class, each composed of 35 undergrad-
uates matched with respect to age, sex, Ohio State 
Psy hological Examination percentile rank, veteran 
status, college, and class year. Analysis of the data indi-
cated that a significantly greater proportion of the 
remedial study group than the mental hygiene group 
marked such items as "don't know how to study effec-
tively," "fearing failure in ollege," "not doing anything 
well," "daydreaming," "teachers lack interest in stu-
dents," "needing to know vocational abilities," "unable 
to concentrate well," "slow in reading," and the like. 
The mental hygiene class, on the other hand, marked a 
significantly greater proportion of such items as, "going 
into debt for college," "feeling inferior," "confused in 
my religious belief," "parents expecting too much of 
me," "not enough time to myself," and "wanting courses 
I am not allowed to take." The trends shown by this 
study indicate that problems one would expect to be 
characteristic of these two volunteer remedial groups arc 
reflected by the Problem Check List. 
Problems can change, even over a few days or weeks. 
A worthwhile method of research is to determine the 
degree to which the Problem Check List reflects state-
ments of problem changes from one administration to a 
later one, the problem changes being determined by an 
independent measure. Using this method with college 
students, Gordon (8) administered the check list twice 
to a group of 70 men and 46 women with a nine-day 
interval. After the se ond administration, the students 
were asked to indicate on a special mimeographed form 
whether any of their problems had been solved, or 
whether new problems had arisen during the previous 
nine-day period, and if so, what these problems were. 
The check list reflected about 83 per cent of the changes 
reported on the mimeographed form. 
8 By Leonard V. Gordon, Ohio State University. 
II An unpublished study by Emily L. Stogdill and Jack E. 
Denton, entit led " Differences in Responses of ScI cted College 
Groups to I terns on the Mooney Problem Check Lists"; Depart-
ment of Psychology, Ohio State University, 1947. 
4. Acceptance by educators and counselors. Validity 
by popularity is of dubious scientific merit, but it is 
sometimes relevant. Without any promotional effort, 
over a half million of the various pre-1950 Problem 
C heck Lists have been used in a great variety of schools 
and colleges throughout the nation. The simple, straight-
forward check-list technique seems to fill a need in the 
area of personal evaluation. 
5. Usefulness in researches. The Bibliography at the 
end of the manual presents brief descriptions of a few of 
the numerous theses and studies in which the Problem 
Check Lists have been among the principal research 
tools used for collecting data of sociological, psycholog-
ical and educational import to school administrators, 
student counselors, psychologists, and others. 
RELIABILITY 
The problems of reliability of an instrument like the 
Problem Check List are not quite the same as those of a 
test for which scores are obtained. 
The check list is designed to reflect the problems 
which a student senses and is willing to express at a 
given time. Since the problem world of any individual 
is a dynamic interrelation of changing situations and ex-
periences, one would expect the number of items and the 
specific items checked to be somewhat different at each 
administration of the check list - il the instrument does 
what it has been designed to do. The well-known 
methods of estimating reliability, such as the te~t-retest, 
split-half and Kuder-Richardson . formulas, assume that 
scores on the whole test or on the half-tests are mean-
ingful measures which reflect the standing or the com-
petence of the individual in the area measured. It, is 
quite clear that a Problem Check List count determined 
by the number of checks does not necessarily reflect the 
various intensities of the problems marked by the stu-
dent; it is not a score in the usual sense of the term. 
Furthermore, it is obvious that two items like "too tall" 
and "too short" (which appear consecutively in the 
Health and Physical Development area) cannot reason-
ably be placed into halves for a split-half reliability study. 
If the data are to be used to implement understanding 
of the individual case, they must be capable of reflecting 
changes in the circumstances surrounding the individual 
or changes in his feeling tow~rd these circumstances. 
Shifts in item responses which reflect these changes 
do not invalidate the data, and may well facili-
tate the purpose for which the check list is given. 1 U 
If, however, the data are to be used for survey pur-
poses, there must be some assurance that they reflect 
concerns of the group which remain reasonably stable 
over a period of time. Evidence on this point comes from 
two sources. The first is an unpublished study by Gordon 
in which the College form of the pre-1950 revision of 
the Problem Check List was administered twice to 116 
college students. The frequency with which ·each of the 
items was marked on the first administration was corre-
lated with the frequency with which each of the same 
items was marked on the second administration. A corre-
lation coefficient of .93 was found. 
The second source is ' a study of four educational 
groups in which the Problem Check List was repeated 
from one to ten weeks after a first administration. The 
rank order of the eleven problem areas, arranged by size 
of mean number of problems checked in the area, re-
mained virtually the same from one administration to 
the other for each of the groups. The rank order corre-
lation coefficients varied from .90 to .98. 
I t can therefore be concluded that, while the Problem 
Check Lists must be, and are, so designed as to reflect 
changing situations and experiences in the individual 
case, they nevertheless exhibit sufficient stability to war-
rant general program planning on the basis of survey 
results. 
10 Frequently, the process of glvmg expression to problems 
results in a different orientation and better organization of 
thinking so that the number of problems is reduced on a second 
administration of the check list. For example, when a student 
uses the check list for the first time he may mark three items: 
"poor teeth," "needing money for better health care," and 
"needing a part-time job now." On readministration of the 
check list he may mark only one problem, "needing a part-time 
job now," because he feels that a part-time job is the solution 
to the other two. 
NORMS-SURVEY METHODS-RESEARCH ANALYSIS 
The Problem Check Lists yield a count for each per-
son for each of the areas, and for the total list of items. 
However, it should be remembered that this count is 
not a real score; it is not a sum of points on a trait 
scale or a total of "maladjusted" choices on some trait 
key. It is simply a count 01 the problems which the 
student has identified as matters 01 concern to him. 
The user quite naturally will look for a table of norms 
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to permit comparison of a student's number of checks 
with a distribution of other students who may be thought 
of as a normative group. No such table is presented. It 
is believed that for such purposes local norms are the 
most valuable. In the earlier manual of the Problem 
Check Lists there were percentile tables and tables giv-
ing the means of groups. These were presented only to 
illustrate the way in which a school system or research 
investigator might organize the data secured from ma s 
administration of a check list to a population of student. 
In this edition of the manual, not even illustrative norms 
are presented because not enough i known yet of the 
drawing power of some of the new and revi ed item. 
to permit an assumption that the older tables are still 
applicable. 
Counselors should be continuously aware that the im-
portan e of the number of checks made by a single 
person annot be known except from the total counsel-
ing situation. A person with many checked problems is 
likely to have more real problems for which counseling 
might be helpful, although this is not necessarily so. 
Similarly the importance of the mean number of 
checks made by a group and the frequency distribution 
thereof resides, not in the magnitude of these statistics, 
but to a considerable extent in the purposes for which 
the survey of student problems was instituted. National 
norms based on many communities could be useful in 
telling a given community whether its own group seems 
to have more or fewer problems in each of the Problem 
Check List areas. Such comparisons, however, are not 
nearly as important as the discovery of relatively numer-
ous or few problems in each area in relation to what the 
school and community may be able or willing to do 
about the problems. 
ANALYZING THE CHECKED PROBLEMS FOR A GROUP 
Suppose that a school has decided to survey the prob-
lems of its el venth grade tudents with th Problem 
Check List. The purpose is a very broad and multiple 
one ; namely, to identify those students most in need of 
help and to find the major topics of student concern so 
that some int lligent thinking may be devoted to what 
the school might do to improve its services. In earlier 
editions of the manuals and in various published article 
there are numerous examples of suc.h analy es of the 
data colle~ted from members of groups. Space prohibits 
their reproduction here. A competent research analyst 
should be able to plan work sheets for properly bringing 
together in concentrated form the numerous checks made 
by individual pupils. Because local clerical and analytical 
facilities differ, no very detailed plan is given here. In-
stead a few major suggestions will be made. ll 
The steps outlined below are the cl~rical-statistical 
phases of a rather complete survey. The counselor and 
survey administrator will want to consider the entire 
process before deciding which of these steps (or others) 
to include. Also, it is assumed that they will want to 
de ide when it will he most valuable to r view the 
emerging summary data for possible immediate use. For 
example, before turning th lists over to the analysis 
clerks, they may wish to go over the questions on the 
) 1 If 1,000 or more cases are to be studied and an IBM test 
scoring machine is available, the use of a separate IBM answer 
sh et and the graphic item counter may prove practicable. The 
publishers will be glad to advise on this subject. 
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back page to dis over those students whose responses 
indicate the need for immediate counseling. Similarly, 
as soon as the distribution of total checks is made (steps 
2 and 3 which follow), they may wish to identify those 
students in the upper quarter in terms of number of 
problems checked in order to assign them to counselors. 
If the data are primarily part of a comprehensive sur-
vey, step 7 may well become the first step. If responses 
by individual tudents can b punche.d into IBM cards, 
enriched analyses can be made economically - provided 
careful planning is done in advance of punching. 
SUGGESTED STEPS 
1. For each student the number of items checked in 
each problem area and the total for all areas should 
be computed and prepared in roster form. These are 
the raw data for most of the analyses which follow. 
2. From 1 construct a distribution of the number of 
checks for each area and for the total. 
3. From 2 compute, for each area and for the total, 
the median and quartile points. 
4. From 2 compute the mean and such measures of 
variability as may be desired for each area and for the 
total. 
5. All the foregoing should be done separately for 
boys and girls since the evidence is that they show 
different concentrations of problems. Similarly, since 
student problems vary with grade and age, the analy-
ses should be either by age or grade as well. 
6. The above analyses can also be made along any 
other relevant splits of the population, depending on 
the purposes of the research survey. One might want 
to separate college preparatory, commercial and gen-
eral course students. One might wish to study the 
differences in problems of those who are succeeding 
well (e.g., above the class median) and those doing 
less well. There are many socio-economic divisions of 
the population which may be of local importance. 
7. A most laborious but very fruitful type of analysis 
involves the tabulation of the frequency with which 
each of the items has been checked. Then a summary 
is made ranking the items in order of frequency of 
mention. Those problems marked by more than 30, 20 
or 10 per cent of the students (whatever per cent the 
school decides on) may be considered for immediate 
solution, or at least evaluation and careful description 
in terms of causes and effects. 
8. If the school administrator suspects that there are 
serious morale differences between schools or sections 
of the school syst m, the Problem Check Lists can pro-
vide objectiv data both for appraising the over-all 
level of problems and for more precise spotting of the 
more serious problems, many of which will be directly 
related to the morale situation. 
Other kinds of statistical analyses will suggest them-
selves to the investigator who has a clearly thought-out 
purpose for making a problem survey. It is obvious that 
in any survey - not only with the Problem Check Lists 
but with achievement tests and any other evaluative 
measure - a design for the study is imperative if the 
study is to yield significant data with a minimum of ad-
ministrative and cleri al cost. 
As A SCREENER 
The Problem Check Lists are justified as a screening 
procedure even though no formal analytical research is 
to be carried out. On the basis of a simple distribution 
of the number of checks in an area and for the total 
list, the counseling staff can identify and assign for 
counseling those students who seem to have the most 
problems. (See page 7.) 
As A CHECK ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A PROGRAM 
If a school has evidence of a serious concentration of 
student concern in a particular area, it may wish to test 
the effectiveness of its remedial processes by giving the 
Problem Check List betore and after the applIcation of 
the remedial program. 
An ironic fact arises in this connection, however. A 
remedial program in some areas of student problems 
may result in a more generally "permissive" atmosphere. 
On the second marking of the check list the students 
may be more emotionally free to express their problems, 
with the result that there is an apparent increase in 
problems! Even in an anonymous situation, the students 
may be inhibited in expressing problems in some or all 
areas. The specific corrective measure may actually re-
duce the real problems but the changed atmosphere may 
lead to an increase in expressed problems. 
This situation is not peculiar to the Problem Check 
List but is inherent in any check list, personality inven-
tory or attitude scale. It illustrates forcefully the dangers 
in any "nose-counting" type of statistical analysis of data 
without a critical understanding of the psycho-social 
forces in a situation. For example, School A may have 
an average of 24 problems per pupil, School B an aver-
age of 32. It is not certain that School B students actu-
ally have more problems; it is only certain that its stu-
dents checked more problems. Awareness of this qualify-
ing fact should help the school staff avoid jumping too 
quickly to conclusions about the conditions in the school. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROBLEM CHECK LISTS 
The Problem Check Lists originated in the desire of 
the senior author to systematize his methods of discover-
ing the problems of young people. In connection with 
his work as an administrator and educational and psy-
chological counselor, he felt a need for more efficient 
group methods of identifying problems. The possibilities 
of a check list approach in surveys of students in school 
and young people in communities were explored. 
In 1941 and 1942 the first published editions of the 
three educational forms were ready. Two other forms-
for "Students in Schools of Nursing" and for "Rural 
Youth" - were published in 1945 and 1946.1 2 
'The Bibliography partially reflects the great range of 
studies which have involved the Problem Check Lists. 
Some of these studies have been aimed at refinement of 
the check lists, others report actual surveys. Numerous 
other schools and colleges are known to have used the 
appropriate check lists in local studies, but since these 
have not been published or are not known to be avail-
able generally, they cannot be listed. Data from several 
such surveys have been shared with the author for his 
development of the revised forms. 
SOURCE OF ITEM S 
The items for the pre-1950 editions of the various 
1 2 These forms are available from the Ohio State University 
Press. 
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forms were selected and developed from a master list 
of over 5,000 items from the following sources. 
1. Experiences of the author as counselor and administrator. 
2. Analysis of case records and counseling interviews with 
school and college students. 
3. Review of the literature on student problems. 
4. Analysis of paragraphs written by 4,000 high school stu-
dents describing their personal problems. 
5. Intensive analyses of expressed problems of 250 students 
in grades 7 through 12. 
6. Review of 5,000 cards itemizing the "personal-educational" 
needs expressed by 950 students in grades 6, 9 and 12. 
7. Other miscellaneous sources. 
For the 1950 revisions the senior author and his col-
laborators had, in addition, frequency counts of checked 
problems from various samplings of grades 5 through 
college, write-in statements from c<;>mpleted check lists, 
and data on responses to a preliminary edition of the 
Adult form. 
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF ITEMS 
Selection and phrasing of the particular items used in 
the Problem Check Lists were based on the following 
criteria. The items were to be: 
1. In the language of the students; 
2. Short enough for rapid reading; 
3. Self-sufficient as individual phrases; 
4. Common enough to be checked frequently in large groups 
of students, or serious enough to be important in an individual 
case; 
5. Graduated in seriousness from relatively minor difficulties 
to major concerns; 
6. Vague enough in "touchy" spots to enable the student 
to check the item and still feel that he can hide his specific 
problems in later conferences if he chooses to do so; 
7. Centered within the student's own· personal orientation 
rather than in general social orientation. 
An additional aim was to select items which would 
secure a naive, rapid "feeling" response from the stu-
dent. Spontaneous rather than deliberate reaction was 
sought. 
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE EARLIER' FORMS 
Using the criteria for the selection of items noted 
above, judges assisted in the selection of items for the 
first edition of the College Form~ which contained 370 
items. This edition was administered and an analysis 
was made of the results obtained from 200 students of 
a small college, and a second edition of 320 items was 
prepared. This edition was then administered to stu-
dents in remedial study classes and in mental hygiene 
courses at Ohio State University and to selected groups 
of students in other colleges. On the basis of an analysis 
of these results, a third edition containing 330 items was 
prepared and published in 1941 by the Ohio State Uni-
versity Press. 
A similar procedure was used in developing the High 
School Form. Three hundred seventy items were tried 
out on about 200 students, and on the basis of the re-
sults the number was reduced to 320 items in a second 
edition. This edition was then administered to 110 stu-
dents in a rural school and to 237 students in a city 
school. On the basis of these results a third edition of 
330 items was prepared and published in 1941 by the 
Ohio State University Press. 
For the Junior High School Form~ 225 items were first 
tried out on 684 pupils in four junior high schools in a 
large Ohio city. Of these students, 337 were girls, and 
347 were boys; 302 were in the seventh grade, 203 were 
in the eighth grade, and 179 were in the ninth grade. 
In addition, a modified form of 124 items was tried out 
with 650 fifth and sixth grade pupils in three school 
systems (24). 
On the basis of these studies a third edition of 210 items 
was prepared, and after conferences with teachers and 
use in a school, more revisions were made so that a 
fourth edition was finally printed and published in 1942 
by the Ohio State University Press. The use of the forms 
at the fifth and sixth grade levels was practicable in the 
sense that the students could read and understand the 
items, but their attitude toward their problems was 
found to be so different from that of junior high school 
students that it is generally advisable not to use the lists 
below the seventh grade. 
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STUDIES WHICH GUIDED THE 1950 REVISIONS 
College Form. In addition to data from the prelimi-
nary editions, information was available from the fol-
lowing sources. 
1. 168 men and 112 women in Ohio State University courses 
in 1948, reported in the 1948 manual (34). 
2. Entwistle 's study (6) of veterans in 1948, including 95 
married and 100 single men. 
3. Mooney's study (22) of 171 freshman women in 1941. 
4. An unpublished study by Bruce Bennett of 300 men in a 
hygiene course at Ohio State University in 1950. 
5. 97 men and 150 women from Gordon's research in Con-
nection with developing the Adult Form. 
6. A study in 1950 by Ryder of 153 men and 126 women at 
Purdue University (27). 
7. An unpublished cluster analysis of items by Gordon on 
280 college students in 1948. 
8. An unpublished item-reliability study by Gordon on 243 
college students in 1948. 
In all, detailed analyses of responses by about 1,200 
college students, mostly freshmen, were considered in the 
1950 revisions. The data from the upper grade levels on 
the High School Form, particularly age-trend data (16), 
were also considered relevant to guide the author and 
collaborators in revising the items. 
High School Form. The 1950 revision of this form 
was based on the original 1941 data and on the follow-
ing studies. 
1. The Illinois study of Lovelass (16), including the follow-
ing sample, with items analyzed for sex and grade of the stu-
dents: eighth grade, 6 schools, 393 cases; ninth grade, 9 schools, 
1,067 cases; tenth grade, 3 schools, 264 cases; ~welfth grade, 
57 schools, 6,719 cases. The grand total was 8,443 cases-
4,082 boys and 4,361 girls. The High School Form was used 
in the junior high school grades. 
2. Cowan's study (5) of Asheville, North Carolina students 
included 196 eighth grade, 155 ninth grade, 152 tenth grade, 
and 100 eleventh grade pupils in a negro school. Of the 603 
cases, 230 were boys and 373 were girls. The High School Form 
was used in the junior high school grades. 
3. Chun's study (2) of Honolulu, Hawaii students-1,182 
boys and 1,316 girls, a total of 2,49B-in the tenth (893) J 
eleventh (830), and twelfth (775) grades. 
4. A Louisiana study by Jameson (14) and Mooney (20) 
including 202 boys and 223 girls, a total of 425 cases, in the 
eleventh grade in five communities. 
5. From the 1948 manual (37) 553 cases representing nine 
rural and small-town communities: 205 were in grade ten; 203 
in grade eleven, and 145 in grade twelve; 236 were boys and 
31 7 were girls. 
The authors had available to them the frequencies 
with which items were checked by these 12,522 stu-
dents (5,932 boys and 6,590 girls) in grades eight 
through twelve, in 75 schools. 
Junior High School Form. For this form, the original 
data from 1942 were supplemented by these studies. 
1. The Illinois study noted above. 
2. The Cowan study noted above. 
3. Young's study (30 ) of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania school 
children. There were 1,085 cases (546 boys . and 539 girls) 
from 8 schools in grades seven and eight. 
4. An unpublished study by Esther Abrams in ' Columbus, 
Oh:o, 1950, involving 622 cases (332 girls and 290 boys) in 
grades seven, eight and nine. 
5. 191 cases (88 boys and 103 girls) in grades eight and 
nine, as reported in the 1948 manual (39). 
In all, 3,854 cases in 20 schools contributed data help-
ful in the 1950 revision. 
THE QUESTION OF FORMAT 
Gordon and Mooney (10) studied the degree to which 
students "discover" the horizontal groupings of items 
in sets of five, by problem areas. Although the homo-
geneity of the groups of five was apparent to some 
students, relatively few discovered the horizontal group-
ing of items by area, even though this grouping was 
described at the bottom of page 6 in the pre-1950 edi-
tions. This is an important feature of the Problem Check 
Lists since, in instruments where the groupings are ob-
vious, students and counselors report a tendency for the 
individual to skip entire areas that appear inappropri-
ate to them without bothering to read the items. In such 
cases there is also a tendency to avoid marking too m~ny 
items in areas that they feel have lower social accept-
ability, such as the sex or personality areas. The format 
of the Problem Check Lists overcomes these difficulties 
while presenting groupings of problems which are con-
venient for the counselor and survey analyst. 
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DIRECTIONS: Read the list slowly, and as you come to a problem which 
troubles you, draw a line under it. 
1. Often have headaches 36. Too short for my age 
2. Don't get enough sleep 37. Too tall for my age 
3. Have trouble with my teeth 38. Having poor posture 
4. Not as healthy as I should be 39. Poor complexion or skin trouble 
5. Not getting outdoors enough 40. Not good-looking 
6. Getting low grades in school 41. Afraid of failing in school work 
7. Afraid of tests 42. Trouble with arithmetic 
8. Being a grade behind in school 43. Trouble with spelling or grammar 
9. Don't like to study 44. Slow in reading 
10. Not interested in books 45. Trouble with writing 
11. Being an only child 46. Sickness at home 
12. Not living with my parents 47. Death in the family 
13. Worried about someone in the family 48 . Mother or father not living 
14. Parents working too hard 49. Parents separated or divorced 
15. Never having any fun with mother or dad 50. Parents not understanding me 
16. Spending money foolishly 5l. Too few nice clothes 
17. Having to ask parents for money 52. Wanting to earn some of my own money 
18. Having no regular allowance 53. Wanting to buy more of my own things 
19. Family worried about money 54. Not knowing how to buy things wisely 
20. Having no car in the family 55. Too little spending money 
21. Not allowed to use the family car 56. Girls don't seem to like me 
22. Not allowed to run around with the kids I like 57. Boys don't seem to like me 
23. Too little chance to go to parties 58. Going out with the opposite sex 
24. Not enough time for play and fun 59. Dating 
25 . Too little chance to do what I want to do 60. Not knowing how to make a date 
26. Slow in making friends 61. Being teased 
27. Bashful 62. Being talked about 
28. Being left out of things 63 . Feelings too easily hurt 
29. N ever chosen as a leader 64. Too easily led by other people 
30. Wishing people liked me better 65. Picking the wrong kind of friends 
31. Being nervous 66. Getting into trouble 
32. Taking things too seriously 67. Trying to stop a bad habit 
33. Getting too excited 68. Sometimes not being as honest as I should be 
34. Being afraid of making mistakes 69 . Giving in to temptations 
35. Failing in so many things I try to do 70. Lacking self-control 
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71. Not eating the right food 106. Often have a sore throat 
72. Often not hungry for my meals 107. Catch a good many colds 
73. Overweight 108. Often get sick 
74. Underweight 109. Often have pains in my stomach 
75. Missing too much school because of illness 110. Mraid I may need an operation 
76. Not spending enough time in study 111. Don't like school 
77. Too much school work to do at home 112. School is too strict 
78. Can't keep my mind on my studies 113. So often feel restless in classes 
79. Worried about grades 114. Not getting along with a teacher 
80. Not smart enough 115. Teachers not practicing what they preach 
81. Being treated like a small child at home 116. Being criticized by my parents 
82. Parents favoring a brother or sister 117. Parents not liking tny friends 
83. Parents making too many decisions for me 118. Parents not trusting me 
84. Parents expecting too much of me 119. Parents old-fashioned in their ideas 
85. Wanting things my parents won't give me 120. Unable to discuss certain problems at home 
86. Restless to get out of school and into a job 121. Choosing best subjects to take next term 
87. Not knowing how to look for a job 122. Deciding what to take in high school 
88. Needing to find a part-time job now 123. Wanting advice on what to do after high school 
89. Having less money than my friends have 124. Wanting to know more about college 
90. Having to work too hard for the money I get 125. Wanting to know more about trades 
91. Nothing interesting to do in my spare time 126. No place to entertain friends 
92. So often not allowed to go out at night 127. III at ease at social aft' airs 
93. Not allowed to have dates 128. Trouble in keeping a conversation going 
94. Wanting to know more about girls 129. Not sure of my social etiquette 
95. Wanting to know more about boys 130. Not sure about proper sex behavior 
96. Wanting a more pleasing personality 131. Awkward in meeting people 
97. Being made fun of 132. Wanting to be more like other people 
98. Being picked on 133. Feeling nobody understands me 
99. Being treated like an outsider 134. Missing someone very much 
100. People finding fault with me 135. Feeling nobody likes me 
101. Not having as much fun as other kids have 136. Being careless 
102. Worrying 137. Daydreaming 
103. Having bad dreams 138. Forgetting things 
104. Lacking self-confidence 139. Being lazy 
105. Sometimes wishing I'd never been born 140. Not taking some things seriously enough 
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141. Can't hear well 176. Nose or sinus trouble 
142. Can't talk plainly 177. Trouble with my feet 
143. Trouble with my eyes 178. Not being as strong as some other kids 
144. Smoking 179. Too clumsy and awkward 
145. Getting tired easily 180. Bothered by a physical handicap 
146. Textbooks hard to understand 181. Dull classes 
147. Trouble with oral reports 182. Too little freedom in classes 
148. Trouble with written reports 183. Not enough discussion in classes 
149. Poor memory 184. Not interested in certain subjects 
150. Afraid to speak up in class 185. Made to take subjects I don't like 
151. Family quarrels 186. Clash of opinions between ~e and my parents 
152. Not getting along with a brother or sister 187. Talking back to my parents 
153. Not telling parents everything 188. Mother 
154. Wanting more freedom at home 189. Father 
155. Wanting to live in a different neighborhood 190. Wanting to run away from home 
156. Needing a job during vacations 191. Afraid of the future 
157. Needing to know my vocational abilities 192. Not knowing what I really want 
158. Needing to decide on an occupation 193. Concerned about military service 
159. Needing to know more about occupations 194. Wondering if I'll ever get married 
160. Wondering if I've chosen the right vocation 195. Wondering what becomes of people when they die 
161. Not knowing what to do on a date 196. Learning how to dance 
162. Girl friend 197. Keeping myself neat and looking nice 
163. Boy friend 198. Thinking too much about the opposite sex 
164. Deciding whether I'm in love 199. Wanting more information about sex matters 
165. Deciding whether to go steady 200. Embarrassed by talk about sex 
166. Getting into arguments 201. Being jealous 
167. Getting into fights 202. Disliking someone 
168. Losing my temper 203. Being disliked by someone 
169. Being stubborn 204. Keeping away from kids I don't like 
170. Hurting people's feelings 205. No one to tell my troubles to 
171. Feeling ashamed of something I've done 206. Sometimes lying without meaning to 
172. Being punished for something I didn't do 207. Can't forget some mistakes I've made 
173. Swearing, dirty stories 208. Can't make up my mind about things 
174. Thinking about heaven and hell 209. Afraid to try new things by myseH 
175. Afraid God is going to punish me 210. Finding it hard to talk about my troubles 
DIRECTIONS: When you have finished marking the problems which are 
troubling you, answer the questions on p.age 5. 
HPD 
S 
HF 
MWF 
BG 
PG 
SC 
TOTAL 
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QUESTIONS 
1. What problems are troubling you most ? Write about two or three of these if you care to. 
2. Would you like to spend more time in chool in trying to do omethin abo t some of your problems? 
3. Would you lik to talk to om eon a t me f your problems? 
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APPENDIX B 
7.6 
ODIFIED VERSION OF THE MOON Y PROBL CHECK LI ST 
DIRECTIONS : Re~d the list slowly, and s you co e to probl em ich troubles 
you, draw ~ line under it . 
1 . Slow in m king friends . 
2. B shful . 
3. Being left out of things . 
4. Never chosen as leader 
5. Wishing people liked me better. 
6. Often h ve he d ehes . 
7. Donlt ge~ enough sleep . 
B. H ve trouble with my teeth. 
9. Not s healthy as I should be 
10. Not getting outdoors enough . 
11. Being nervous . 
12. T~king things too seriou sly. 
13 . Getting too excited . 
14. Being fr id of making mi stakes . 
15. Filing in 5 0 m ny thi 5 I tr,y to 
do . 
16 . Being M only child . 
17. Not living with my p rents . 
18. 'Torried ~bout oomeone in the f 
19. P rents working too h rd . 
20 . Never h ving -.ny fWl with mother 
21. Spending money foolishly . 
22 . H~ving to ok p rents for money . 
23 . H ving no r egul r allowrulce . 
2lf; . F ily worried bout oney. 
25 . H ving no c r in the frunily . 
26. ot llowed to use u car . 
27 . Not llowed to run round with 
the kids I like . 
ily. 
28. Too little chance to go to p~rties . 
29. Not enough tir e for pl y .nd fun . 
30 . Too little ch~ ce to do vlh t I VI !.rlt 
to do . 
31. 
32 . 
33. 
3~. 
35. 
Getting lo~ gr ade Q in s chool . 
Afr id of test s . 
Being"" gr de behind in s chool. 
Don ' t like to study . 
ot int erested in books . 
36 . Being t e sed . 
37 . Bein t alked bout . 
38 . Feelings t oo e sily hurt . 
39 . Too easily l ed by other people. 
40 . Picking the wrong kind of friends . 
41 . Too Ghort for my ge e 
42 . Too t all for my age . 
43 . H ving poor osture . 
44 . Poor complexion or skin trouble. 
45 . Not good looking. 
46 . Getting into troubl • 
47 . Trying to stop b d 
4B . So etimes not bein c t 0 
I ohould be . 
49. Giving in to t empt tio s . 
50 . L cki ng oelf co trol . 
51. Sickness at ho e . 
52 . De th in the f '1 • 
53 . other or f !'l thcr ot living • 
54. p rent;;l ot dcrut din c . 
55 . pr rento ot underst di g e . 
56. ice cloth s . 
57 . to e rn so of y own 
money. 
58. tine; to buy more of yon 
thi '"' . 59 . Not k 0 ing how to buy thines 
wisely. 
60. Too lit tle spc din 
61 . Girls do It seem to lik e . 
62 . Boys don 't seem to like e . 
63. Goin out ith teo osite sex. 
64. D~tinB . 
65 . Jot 1 ovin ho to ke a d~ te . 
66 • . 
67. 
68 . 
69. 
70 . 
r id of f~ilin s chool 
Trouble ~ ith rit etic . 
Trouble with sellin 
Slow in re din • 
Trouble 1' ith writi g . 
lor . 
71. 
72 . 
73 . 
74. 
75 . 
76 . 
77 . 
7 • 
79 . 
80 . 
81 . 
86 . 
87 . 
88 . 
• 
90 . 
91 . 
92 . 
93 . 
94. 
95 . 
96 . 
97 . 
98 . 
99 . 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103 . 
104 . 
105 . 
'I nting a more p e .... ::;i 
Be in de fun of . 
Being picke on . 
Bell1 tre ted like n 
J perso ~lity 106 . 
107. 
eople f inding f ul t 
out sider . 
with me . 
Not a ting the right food. 
Often not hungry for my meal s . 
Oven eight. 
Underweight . 
issing too much school boc use 
of illness . 
ot hvin 0 uch fun ~s othor 
kids h ve . 
ITorrying . 
v:1n b d dre s . 
Lacking self-confidence. 
Somet " as wishing I'd never been 
born . 
Being tre ted like ~1 c ild 
t home . 
P r ents f~vorin a brot h r or 
9i ter. 
P rents 
for me . 
i ng too m y decisions 
P rents expecting 
• T tine- thi s my 
too uch of e . 
r ents won't 
.....iva me . 
Restless to get out of school d 
into job . 
ot kno ing how to l ook for o. job. 
Needing to f:ind rt-time job 
now. 
H ving l ess money th my friends 
h ve e 
H ving to work too h rd for the 
money I get. 
Nothin ll1terestin to do in 
sp re time. 
So often not lowed to go out t 
night . 
ot al10 ed to h ve d t es . 
_nting to know more ~ bout girls . 
ting to know more ""-bout boys . 
Not spending enough time in study. 
Too much ~chool work to do in the 
dorm. 
o ' t keep my ffill1d on my studi es . 
' orried bout gr des . 
ot sm t enough. 
108. 
109 . 
110 . 
111. 
112. 
113 . 
IJ4 . 
115. 
116. 
117 . 
118 . 
119. 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123 . 
124. 
125. 
126. 
127. 
128 . 
129. 
130. 
131. 
132 . 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138 . 
139. 
140 . 
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eeti 0' eo 10 0 
be ore like ot her 
nobody L derst ds e . 
so eo o very . uch . 
nobod l ikes e. 
Often h ve sore thro t . 
o tch good m y colds . 
Often et Dick . 
Of tel h va to. 
Afr id I 
s . 
00 e th' >..1 ocriouo y 
ou h . 
Bein criticiz d b t n. 
P r nt s ot 1iki s . 
P rents not tr otin e . 
P .r e ts old-f shion d in t heir 
ide s . 
U l~ ble to divcuss cart in rob-
lems t horn • 
Ohoo oi g hobby clubs to t ke next 
t erm. 
becidin wh~t voc tion to c oose . 
tin vice a 1 .t to do fter 
fini shing y rogr 
• 
. ntin to know ore bout colle e . 
tmting to 1 ow are bout trades 0 
Io pl ce to cnt ert in friends . 
III at e se t oocial ~ ff irs . 
Trouble in keeping co vers .tio 
going . 
Not sure of y so ci~l ti uette . 
Not sure bout ro or sex beh~vio r o 
Do ' t like school . 
School i s too strict . 
So often feel restless 
ot getti..'1g clon with 
Teachers ot r~ cticin 
preach. 
in cl s ses . 
te cher . 
"\ hat they 
141. 
142. 
143 . 
144. 
145 . 
146 . 
1L~7 • 
1L~$ . 
149 . 
150 . 
151. 
152. 
153 . 
154. 
155. 
Getting into rguments . 
Getting i nto fights . 
Losing my temper. 
eing stubborn . 
Hurting peopl e ' s feeli s . 
C 't he r ell. 
C 't t lk pl~in1y . 
Trouble with my eye~ . 
Smoking . 
Getting tired e si1y. 
Feeling shnmed of som thing I've 
done . 
B ine punich d for 5 01 ethin I 
didn 't do. 
Swe ring , dirty stories . 
Thinking bout he ven ~d hell. 
Afr id God is going to puniDh me . 
176. 
177. 
17S. 
179. 
180. 
181. 
182. 
183. 
184 . 
185. 
186. 
187. 
1$8. 
189 . 
190. 
156. F~ily qu rrels . 191. 
157 . Not getting long ith brother 
or 01 st r . 192 . 
15S. ot telling p r ent s everythi g. 193 . 
159 . ting more freedom t horne . 19L~ . 
160. t ing to live in iiferent 195 . 
161 . 
162. 
163 . 
164. 
165. 
166. 
167 . 
168. 
169. 
170. 
171. 
172. 
173 . 
174. 
175 . 
neihbor hood . 
eeding job during v c tion . 
eeciing to mow my voc ti onal 
bi1ities . 
196 . 
197 . 
198. 
Needing to decide on 
eedin to know mor 
p tions . 
occup tion1S9. 
bout occu- 200 . 
fondering if I've cho sen the right 
voc ti on . 
Not knowing wh ~t 
Girl friend. 
Boy friend. 
Deciding IVhether 
Deciding hether 
to do on d~te. 201. 
202. 
203 . 
I'm in love. 
to go st e dy, 204. 
Textbooks h rd to understQnd. 
Trouble ~ ith or 1 r eport s . 
Troubl e li t h ritten r eports . 
oor or y . 
fr i d t o spe k u in cl SS e 
205 . 
206 . 
207. 
208. 
209 . 
210 . 
Being j e lous . 
Dislikin someone . 
Being disl iked by so eone . 
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Keepin w~y from ki ds I dor 't like o 
No one to t ell y troubles to . 
Nose or sinus trouble . 
Troubl with y fe t . 
Not bein s stro e s so other 
kids . 
Too c1tUnsy , .nd rd . 
other ed by a hysic 1 h ndic ~ • 
So etim s lying Jithout 
C- It for ct some ist 
Ci t m e u y ind 
fr i d to try n J t hi s by yself . 
Findi it h rd to t lk i:t out my 
troubles . 
01' .... h of opinion'" b t1 cen m , 
my r nt s . 
T-lking b ck to y r t s . 
other . 
F ther e 
tine to run y fro ho 
Air id of the future . 
Not knowi ng h tIre lly Int . 
o derin i f I' ll ver ~r~ . 
d 
Co cer ed ilit ~ service . 
' 0 derin wh t beco! e s of cople 
hen t hey die . 
Le:1.1" i ng how to d nce. 
Kee i n myu If ne t d 100kin nice . 
Thiru{in too uch bout the 
oppo site sex. 
1 ting more inform tion out sex. 
Embarr sscd by t Qlk .bout sex. 
Dull cl ses e 
Too l i t tle fre dom in cl ~ sses . 
ot cough discussio in cla s ses o 
Not u1t erested i cert in subj ects . 
de to t~e subjects I don 't like o 
211. ,:' ~ ti g ore fre edom t school. 
212. ting to live in different dorm. 
213 . ' ntin to run ~'l y fro s chool . 
19 
lIESTIONS 
1. iTh t problems a re troubling you most? "Trite bout t wo or three of t he se if 
you c re to. 
2. rould you like to spend more time in school in trying to do somethir g bout 
some of your problems? 
3. Vould you like to t.uk to someone .bout some of your roble s? 
